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Introduction

When I started contemplating on the idea of writing
this book, I wondered about how I could make it interesting
to the readers so that it would arouse their curiosity.
Publications about law or social issues are usually hard
to read. And this particular volume is about the stories of
two Karen farmers who had been arrested on charges of
encroaching and destroying the forest, even though they
were simply growing food for their consumption.
While studying in a summer course at Washington
College of Law, an American University, I got the chance to
browse through different books about lawyering and found
that many authors had made attempts to describe lawyering
knowledge and skills through story telling. I found these
presentations more enjoyable and informative than the usual
textbook style. Here, I make a similar attempt, not to imitate
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(albeit not so close anyway), but to present the legal struggle
of the two ethnic Karens in a non-legalistic way.
Cases like the story of the two Karen people are
umpteen. It mirrors the conflicts that exist in a pluralistic
society with people having different ways of lives and
cultures. The laws that are applicable have an influence
on the lives of the people and sometimes such impact is
negative as in the case of issues relating to forests and land.
However, as there is no reform in these laws and policies, the
problems get deeply entrenched in society and more difficult
to address even though the injustice caused by the laws is
known to all.
The Human Rights Lawyers Association (HRLA)
took a decision to address issues of forests and land
through strategic litigations. The objective was to seek
interpretation of the laws on forests according to the human
rights principles recognized in the Constitution of the
Kingdom of Thailand B.E. 2550 (2007). Such interpretation
assumes importance as the Supreme Court has set a legal
precedent by recognizing that the right to rotational farming
is a community right enshrined by the Constitution of the
Kingdom of Thailand B.E. 2550’s Section 66.
This volume is a compilation of the legal struggles
of Ms. Naw Haymui and Mr. Di Paepho, two Karen persons
living in Ban Mae Omki, Tambon Mae Wa Luang, Tha
Song Yang District, Tak. They both earn their livelihood by
practicing rotational farming according to their traditional
way of life. They were both arrested by forestry officials
and prosecuted for encroaching and destroying National
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Forest Reserves. A lot of things have happened in between
and many people have become involved with the conflict
including local villagers, human rights lawyers, NGOs, media,
academics and state agencies. The narrative in the book is
divided into three main parts; (1) a chronology of the legal
cases, (2) an analysis of the strategy and the important
issues pertaining to the cases and (3) commentaries and
papers related to the cases.
In collaboration with Mr. Sumitchai Huttasan, a
veteran human rights lawyer from the Center for Protection
and Recovery of Local Community Rights (CPRLCR), HRLA
has been providing legal aid in these cases as it thinks
the issues involved are important as it is related to the
recognition of community rights of the people dwelling in the
forests and making use of natural resources. Human Rights
Lawyers Association (HRLA) also hopes that the cases shall
help to bring about reforms in the justice process in terms of
enhancing recognition and legal protection of communities
living in the forests.
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The Unfolding of
Mae Omki Cases

Arrest of the Two Karen Farmers
Early in 2008, during Songkran vacation, I was in
Sob Moei District, Mae Hong Son. During the holidays, six
or seven villagers from Ban Mae Omki, Tambon Mae Wa
Luang, Tha Song Yang District, Tak, came to the office of
my organization (Center for Child and Community Network
Development) to seek advise and assistance in the case of
two villagers who had been arrested by forestry officials
on 10th April 2008 in charges of causing deforestation in
the National Forest Reserve area. They were being held in
custody at the Mae Moei Police Station, Tha Song Yang
District, Tak. My staff and I were able to give them only initial
counseling as it was in the middle of a long holiday break.
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After Songkran holidays, village leaders including
Local chief (Kamnan) , Village Headman, members of the
Tambon Administration Organizations (TAOs) in Ban Mae
Omki and others went to apply for bail of the two alleged
offenders. The Court set 200,000 baht, as the amount
of guarantee per person and each alleged offender was
required to have four persons acting as their guarantors.
Therefore, eight persons had to submit themselves as
guarantors in order to get bail of the two alleged offenders.
After that my colleague, Mr. Sathan Cheewawichaipong, and myself went to Ban Mae Omki in order to meet
with Ms. Naw Haymui and Mr. Di Paepho, two persons who
had been arrested. Both of them had not yet recovered from
the mental stress caused by the arrest and were not able to
recount the incident of their arrest. They were neither able to
give information about the reasons of their arrest nor were
they able to recount what they had told the officials during
their interrogation. They also did not have any idea about
where they had been taken to after their arrest.
With the help of community leaders, I visited the
‘crime scene’ located between the two adjoining pieces of
land. The entire area had about a dozen rotational farming
plots. The land had been burnt and all that was left were
small tree stumps and a few big trees with their braches
trimmed down. A few small logs, about the size of a human
arm, were piled up in one part of the land. The area could not
be called a lush forest. By rough estimate, the plot tilled by
Ms. Naw Haymui was about 2.4 acres, and Mr. Di Paepho,
about 4 acres. The community leaders, Ms. Naw Haymui
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and Mr. Di Paepho asserted that since long, the area had
been used for rotational farming in Ban Mae Omki and that
both villagers had been cultivating the land in order to grow
food for their families. They had inherited the land from their
parents and had not encroached into forested area. After
the arrests, the entire village was scared that they also may
be arrested as all of them practiced rotational farming on
undocumented land.

16
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Mr. Di Paepho (no last name) was born in 1929.
At the time he was arrested, he was 80 years old. Since
his birth, he has been living in no. 69, Moo 4. Ban Mae
Omki, Tambon Mae Wa Luang, Tha Song Yang District,
Tak, and married to Ms. Warpaw Chanchatphan, who at
the time of his arrest was 65 years of age. They practice
rotational farming in order to grow food for themselves.
They currently occupy four plots of land. Sometimes, Mr.
Di Paepho works as hired labor in the village. When they
were young, there was no school in the village and so
both of them remained illiterate. Their four children have
grown up and have left the village. They come to the
village regularly to visit their parents.
Ms. Naw Haymui Wiangwicha, 37 years at the
time of her arrest, was born in Ban Mae Omki. She
lives in no.19, Moo 4 , Ban Mae Omki, Tambon Mae Wa
Luang, Tha Song Yang District, Tak, and is married to
Mr. Chachuay Wiangwichai with five children including
two sons and three daughters. Both practice rotational
farming on the three plots of land they have inherited
from their forbearers. They are illiterate and have been
living in the village all their life. Their eldest son has
graduated from school and now works as hired labor in
the city from time to time to help raise his family.
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According to the arrest records produced by forestry
officials, on that day, the taskforce for the prevention
and suppression of forest resources 1 (Tak) led by Mr.
Chairat Saengpan, Director of Forest Protection Unit, and
about two dozens of officials, were patrolling the area. On
the scene of incidence, they found that land was being
cleared for rotational farming. And thus they arrested the
two persons, Mr. Di Paepho (no last name) and Ms. Naw
Haymui Wiangwicha, who were at that moment present on
the farmland. There were other people on the farmland as
well, but they managed to run away. After the authorities
had inspected the land, Mr. Di Paepho was told that he
had encroached upon, developed, cleared, or occupied
land measuring 7.3 acres causing damage to watershed
area amounting to a sum of 2,706,900 baht. Incriminating
evidence seized from the crime scene included one
lighter and one machete. As for Ms. Naw Haymui, the area
damaged was estimated at seven acres allegedly causing
damage to watershed area amounting to a sum of 2,587,500
baht.
When I asked Ms. Naw Haymui and Mr. Di Paepho
questions regarding the arrest - whether they knew that
their land was located in the protected area? When was it
declared that the land under their use had become part of the
protected forests? Was there any sign indicating that the land
was part of protected forests? …both of them said that they
had no idea about these issues. I asked them if they would
like to contest the charges imposed on them and whether
they wanted legal representation – they simply said they had
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no idea about how to proceed further since they neither had
money nor legal knowledge to undertake a legal battle. They
said, it was up to the community leaders to decide what they
should do.
When I asked these questions to the village headman,
he said that the land was part of the National Forest Reserve
and had been declared as a National Park. However, he had
no idea about the boundaries of the national park, or the date
when the land had been declared to be part of the National
Forest Reserve, since the authorities have never informed the
villagers.
In order to get more information I checked on the
website of the Royal Forest Department (RFD). It was
from there that I got the information that as per Ministerial
Regulation of 2nd November 1983, five Tambons in Tha Song
Yang Disctrict had been declared to be part of the Tha Song
Yang Forest Reserve. These five tambons included Mae Wa
Luang, Tha Song Yang, Mae Song, Mae Tan, and Mae Lah
including 509,350 acres. As for Tambon Mae Wa Luang, the
entire area is about 328.9 square kilometers or 205,562.50
rais. The local authorities had not informed the residents
that the land that they were living upon had been declared as
National Forest Reserve. Also, none of the local residents had
any kind of title deed to their land.
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Ban Mae Omki, the village in which the incident
occurred, has been in existence since more than 300
years. At present, there are 87 households with 457
people. It is one of the big villages in Tambon Mae Wa
Luang with a paved road from Mae Sot and Mae Sariang
cutting right through the village. Local villagers practice
rotational farming and terrace paddy fields are few and
far between. The village is nestled in a lush forest. The
villagers are dependent on vegetables, herbs, mushroom
and konjac that grow in the forests for their food and
livelihood. They also contribute to preservation of the
forestland by following their traditional customs and
ways of life.
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The Issue Taking its Shape: From the Individual to the
Collective
The arrests of Ms. Naw Haymui and Mr. Di Paepho,
had scared the villagers so much, that those whose land
was visible from the main road did not dare to start the rice
planting. Ms. Naw Haymui and Mr. Di Paepho also did not
have courage to prepare their land for the planting of a new
crop. The villagers were worried that Ms. Naw Haymui and
Mr. Di Paepho might be convicted and sent to prison. They
were also worried that more people from the village would be
arrested. On 25th April 2008, a meeting was held with villagers
from Ban Mae Omki and nearby villages. Around hundred
people attended the meeting. They shared their experiences
and tried to figure out how to help Ms. Naw Haymui and
Mr. Di Paepho as they were poor and could not afford the
costs of a legal battle. It was agreed during the meeting
that a petition requesting for help would be submitted to
agencies such as the Tha Song Yang District Chief Officer,
Tak Governor, Mae Moei Police Station, Lawyers Council of
Thailand and the National Human Rights Commission of
Thailand (NHRC). It was agreed that the petition would not be
just an individual petition, but a petition sent on behalf of the
communities affected by laws and policies relating to forests.
Thus, not just Ms. Naw Haymui and Mr. Di Paepho, but also
the village headmen and all other villagers would sign it.
Consequently, the Tak Governor instructed Mr.
Wittaya Chuaybamrung, the then Chief Officer of Natural
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Resources and the Environment of Tak, to examine the case
and address the grievances of the villagers.
On 29 May 2008, a meeting was held between local
villagers and local forest and land authorities. Mr. Wiriya
Chuaybamrung requested the authorities to explain the
situation to the villagers. The meeting gave the villagers an
opportunity to present their problems before the authorities,
particularly, the case concerning Ms. Naw Haymui and
Mr. Di Paepho. The villagers requested the authorities to
have understanding about their traditional practices and
way of life. During the course of the meeting a written
memorandum was prepared to the effect that;
1. Legal action against the two alleged offenders
would proceed according to the justice process. The
two villagers had tried to prove that the land under
dispute was under their cultivation even before
the declaration of National Forest Reserve and
that they had no intention to encroach upon more
forests. However, the authorities had failed to verify
the occupation rights as required by the Cabinet
Resolution dated 30 June 1998.
2. No new plots of forests would be cleared and the
forestry officials would cease any kind of intimidation
activities.
3. Villagers would be allowed to cultivate their existing
farmlands.
4. The farmlands would be excluded from being
demarcated as protected area prior to the declaration
of the Mae Ngao National Park.
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The Office of National Environmental Board and
Lawyers Council of Thailand also responded to the petition of
the villagers. The Office of the Lawyers Council of Thailand
requested the two accused to come to Bangkok and give
them more information. However, Ms. Naw Haymui and
Mr. Di Paepho could not afford the costs of such a trip.
Later, some representatives from the Tak Lawyers Council
of Thailand approached them and asked them information
about the progress of the case. They were informed that the
Lawyers Council of Thailand in Bangkok would like to help.
Another agency that responded to the petition was
the NHRC which issued a letter (Letter no. SM 0003.05 /
T.217) dated 27th June 2008, asking the villagers to visit them
at their office in Bangkok and give more information. Again,
both could not afford to make such travel. Later, it came to
be known that the NHRC had also requested the Chief Officer
of Mae Ngao National Park for more information about this
case since his agency was about to issue a declaration
regarding the National Park and such declaration was related
to the complaint of Ban Mae Omki villagers.
As some agreements had been reached upon in the
meeting coordinated by Mr. Wiriya, the villagers submitted
another petition to Tha Song Yang District Chief Officer,
Mr. Songtham Wannasit, in his capacity as the chief inquiry
officer, to not indict Ms. Naw Haymui and Mr. Di Paepho
as agreed in the meeting held on 5th July 2008. Later, the
District Chief Officer even asked the Village Headmen and
community leaders to give him further information.
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In the middle of July, the community leaders were
informed by the Tha Song Yang District Chief Officer that
he had proposed to the inquiry team to not indict Ms. Naw
Haymui and Mr. Di Paepho. In the file report, the District Chief
Officer gave his reason that:
“It deems fit that no indictment should be made
invoking the 30th June 1998 cabinet resolution
and based on the evidence, the accused had been
tilling the land prior to 30th June 1998 based on
rotational farming since the time of their ancestors.
It was understood that they were allowed by
the authorities to till the land provided that they
would not further encroach the forest. The Karen
community has inhabited the area for generations.
I therefore urge the Prosecutor to kindly (not indict)
the case.”
After this, the matter was passed on to the Mae Sot
Public Prosecutor for further action.
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Obstacles Faced by the Poor in Accessing Justice
While waiting to hear from the public prosecutor,
Mr. Sathan and I tried to explain the court procedures to
Ms. Naw Haymui and Mr. Di Paepho. It was difficult for them
to understand and absorb in all the details. They were also
troubled by the fact that they did not have money to bear
the expenses. I understood that they were finding it difficult
to decide whether to contest the charges against them or
to plead guilty. They also felt that they owed much to me,
Mr. Sathan and other leaders for our continued support and
they appreciated our efforts in helping them avoid the jail
term.
In the middle of August, Mr. Sathan contacted
leaders at Ban Mae Omki, Ms. Naw Haymui and Mr. Di
Paepho and requested them to meet with Mr. Sumitchai
Huttasan, a human rights lawyer who was in Sob Moei
District as a speaker in an event. Mr. Sumitchai explained
to the community leaders about the legal proceedings and
promised to help them in the Court. Mr. Sathan agreed to
help with interpretation. After gaining understanding about
the whole process, they agreed to contest the charges.
Mr. Sumitchai warned them that even though the District
Chief Officer had given the opinion that both of them should
not be indicted, the public prosecutor may decide to proceed
with the case according to the law and policy of the State
regarding conservation and protection of natural resources.
Meanwhile, Ms. Naw Haymui’s eldest son who was
14 had to quit school and go the city to work as hired labour
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in order to support his struggling family. Since they had not
been able to grow rice that year, they did not have enough
rice for consumption. Nor did they have enough money to
buy it from the market, as they had to spend considerable
sums of money to travel to the city to attend court
proceedings. Reaching the court involved a four-hour ride on
a pickup truck. To attend a court hearing they not only had
to pay for their own travel costs but also allowances for the
people who had agreed to act as their guarantors. However,
there were NGOs who helped to cover some of the expenses.
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Conviction by the Trial Court
On 1st September 2008, the public prosecutor got
Ms. Naw Haymui and Mr. Di Paepho picked up by the police
and presented them before the Mae Sot Provincial Court.
Both of them were indicted on the same day. The police
also got the Headman of another village of Mae Wa Luang
to accompany the two accused. But as it turned out, his
presence did not really help them. Ms. Naw Haymui and
Mr. Di Paepho pleaded guilty before the Court and the Court
gave a decision on the case on the same day. Mr. Di Paepho
was sentenced to two years and six months in jail, and the
term was reduced to one year and three months, as he had
pleaded guilty. Ms. Naw Haymui was sentenced to two years
in jail, and the term was reduced to one year, as she also had
pleaded guilty. Both were not given suspended prison terms.
As a result, they were sent to jail directly. It was the village
headman of Mae Wa Luang who broke the news to villagers
in Ban Mae Omki.
A couple of days later, I contacted the villagers for
more information, but they did not have much to say. The
Village Headman who had accompanied them also could
not give many details as he had not been following the
case since the beginning. He had no idea about the justice
process. Neither the police nor the public prosecutor had
cared to explain the proceedings to him.
On 8th September 2008, the same guarantors applied
for bail for both defendants at the Mae Sot Provincial Court.

After bail had been granted to Ms. Naw Haymui and
Mr. Di Paepho, Mr. Sumitchai came to Ban Mae Omki and
met with both defendants. He received good cooperation
from community leaders in Ban Mae Omki and the Village
Headman of Ban Mae Wa Luang who had accompanied the
defendants to the Court. According to the Village Headman
of Ban Mae Wa Luang, on the indictment day, the police
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officials took the defendants from the village without allowing
other villagers to come along. Since the police knew the
village headman, he had been asked to join the trip. In the
Court, he was handed a paper to sign. According to Ms. Naw
Haymui and Mr. Di Paepho, upon arrival, they were brought
into the trial room and had their fingers printed. But they
had no idea what the people there said and did since they
could not follow Thai language and did not know anything
about the judicial process. Then, they were told that they
had been convicted with a jail sentence, and then brought
to the cell.
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Appeal against the Conviction
After hearing from Ms. Naw Haymui, Mr. Di Paepho
and other villagers, Mr. Sumitchai said that both defendants
had been unjustly treated as they did not have legal
knowledge and could not speak Thai. It appeared to him that
there had been irregularities in the legal proceedings as far
as the Criminal Procedure Code and the Constitution was
concerned. Mr. Sumitchai suggested that an appeal should
be made against the decision of the Mae Sot Provincial
Court.

Summary of the Appeal Filed Against the Decision of the
Mae Sot Provincial Court
1. The Court has failed to inquire if the defendants had
their legal representation and if they needed one and
it was in breach of Section 173(2) of the Criminal
Procedure Code since the defendants apparently
had no lawyers to give them advice or counseling
prior to giving evidence in the Court and as a result
of which the defendants have given evidence without
entirely understanding the prosecution’s allegations.
In addition, a breach has also been made against
Section 40 (7) of the 2007 Constitution which
stipulates “the right to accurate, swift and impartial
investigation, or trial, sufficient opportunity to present
his or her case, reasonable inspection or access of
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evidences, legal assistance in the judicial process
given by a lawyer and provisional release”.
2. The testimonies by the defendants as prepared in the
inquiry report have not been given by the defendants.
The Court has failed to record and read it out to the
parties as required by law. Instead, the document
was prepared by the court officials in advance with
some blank spaces to fill out and the defendants
were supposed to simply print their fingers in there.
No translation of the document has been made to
the defendants and it was another breach against
the Criminal Procedure Code’s Section 180 and Civil
Procedure Code’s Section 48. In addition, the court
officials have prepared their confessions and simply
had the defendants print their fingers while the
defendants were not even aware of the content of
the document. No power of attorney has been made
by the defendants to allow the court officials to act
on their behalf. Therefore, the documents should not
be admissible and not relevant to the defendants.
3. The defendants were not provided with interpreter
during the hearing. The person who helped to
interpret during the hearing in which the defendants
pleaded guilty failed to deliver his duties properly
as required by law and failed to take the oath and
therefore his performance was in breach of the
Criminal Procedure Code’s Section 13(4).
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Lawyer Sumitchai passed the motion of appeal to
his colleague, Ms. Khoreeyor Manuchae, a Mae Sot-based
lawyer, to submit it to the Mae Sot Provincial Court on 29th
October 2008.
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It took six months for the Appeals Court Region 6 to
review the case. The Mae Sot Provincial Court delivered the
verdict on 22th May 2009. On the judgment day, Ms. Naw
Haymui and Mr. Di Paepho came by themselves to hear the
verdict. The Appeals Court Region 6 decided to overturn the
verdict made by the Mae Sot Provincial Court briefly based
on the reasons that:
“Since it appears that the defendants were unable
to read and write Thai, the hearing for them has
to be conducted with help from an interpreter as
required by law. But after reviewing the procedure,
it turns out that the Lower Court has failed to
record that the interpreter had taken an oath.
Therefore, it was a breach of Criminal Procedure
Code’s Section 13 para two. The Court therefore
decides to overturn the verdict of the Lower Court
and orders a retrial with proper interpretation
heeding to procedure as required by law”.
After the verdict was delivered, a retrial of the case
was set against the defendants as requested for by the
Appeals Court in the next month or on 25th June 2009.
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Difficulties in Securing Bail
After the verdict was read out, the public prosecutor
asked for holding the two defendants in custody claiming
that since the first trial against them has been annulled
by the verdict of Appeals Court, the order to grant them
provisional release should also cease given that the retrial
was about to commence. Thus, the Court ordered the
holding in custody of Ms. Naw Haymui and Mr. Di Paepho
and the guarantors had to reapply for their bail. However,
when the guarantors submitted their applications for bail,
they were informed that according to new regulations, a
guarantor had to be related to the defendants. The new
rule made it impossible to obtain bail for the defendants as
they did not have any relatives working in the government
services. I decided to call up Mr. Sumitchai asking for advice
and tried to negotiate with the officials that the conditions
were probably not set out in the law and it seemed
impossible that the two defendants would have any relatives
who serve at C4 rank in the government. I did not receive any
response to my plea.
We tried to trace the relationship between the
guarantors and the defendants. It turned out that the three
guarantors were distant relatives to Ms. Naw Haymui, but
Mr. Di Paepho had no whatsoever relationships with any of
the guarantors. Thus, the three guarantors applied for bail of
Ms. Naw Haymui placing their positions as Village Headmen
and TAO (Tambon Administration organization) members
with about 5,000 baht as monthly salary. According to the
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law, the calculation of the amount of guarantee is made by
multiplying 10 to the salary (excluding position allowance).
Still, the salaries of the three of them were not sufficient to
match the amount of 200,000 baht set as the minimum
deposit – there was a gap of about 40,000 baht. And the
officials allowed for no flexibility. I insisted that despite the
insufficient amount, we should persist to apply for bail since
it is the right of each defendant and the Court at its discretion
may provide a reprieve. It turned out that the Court decided
against the bail application claiming the amount did not
match the required 200,000 baht. We were advised by the
officials to place an additional amount of 40,000 baht. It was
nearly the evening and we decided to return home leaving
Ms. Naw Haymui and Mr. Di Paepho in custody at the prison.
Upon returning, I had another conversation with Mr.
Sumitchai and was advised to reapply for bail. And if the
Court decides against it, we would appeal to the Appeals
Court. Thus, on 28th May 2009, the same guarantors and new
ones made the trip to apply for bail of the two defendants.
As for Ms. Naw Haymui, the guarantor, the Chairperson
of the TAO (Tambon Administration Organization), had
managed to acquire an additional amount of 40,000 baht to
place as deposit. As for Mr. Di Paepho, all the four guarantors
were not related to him. It turned out that the bail for Ms.
Naw Haymui was granted while Mr. Di Paepho did not get
bail since the guarantors were not related to him.
Mr. Sumitchai appealed the order claiming that
“According to the Constitution of the Kingdom of Thailand
B.E. 2550’s Section 40 (7), the right to provisional release
is provided for an individual in the justice process and
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according to the Regulation of the Court of Justice regarding
provisional release B.E. 2548 (2005), in (2), it stipulates
that once the Court receives an application for provisional
release, it must promptly review the request and issue an
order. The decision must be made on the principle that an
alleged offender or a defendant must be granted bail unless
there are necessary reasons to hold them in custody”. In
addition, we had furnished the Court with factual reasons
that the defendants had been granted bail at the inquiry level
through to the trial level and the Appeals level. And previously,
the defendants had made no gesture to run, to tamper with
the evidence or to commit any harmful act. In addition, the
defendants had permanent residences and were determined
to fight the case for justice.
After completing his motion of appeal, Lawyer
Sumitchai sent it from Chiang Mai to Ms. Khoreeyor in Mae
Sot asking her to submit it to the Court, since his office is too
far and it would have cost too much the expense to make
a travel. Ms. Khoreeyor submitted the appeal motion on
1st June 2009, and the following day, the Regional Appeals
Court granted provisional release. But the assets they have
managed to procure using the position of the four persons
was 3,000 baht short of the required deposit of 200,000 baht.
Thus an amount of 3,000 baht in cash was placed. This time,
Ms. Khoreeyor went to hear the order from the Appeals Court
herself while Mr. Di Paepho was being held there. On 4th June
2009, Mr. Sathan and I along with the guarantors managed
to successfully bail Mr. Di Paepho out.
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The Retrial
On the hearing day, 25th June 2009, Ms. Napaporn
Songprang, an attorney from the Center for Protection
and Recovery of Local Community Rights (CPRLCR) (Mr.
Sumitchai’s office), agreed to represent the defendants
in these cases. Ms. Naw Haymui and Mr. Di Paepho plus a
couple of guarantors came from their village to the Court.
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During the examination, the Court asked the defendants via
an interpreter since the two defendants could not speak Thai.
Both pleaded not guilty and expressed their intention to fight
the charges. The Court tried to convince them that given a
case of this kind, if the defendants pleaded guilty, he could
have given them lenient punishment. But the defendants
insisted that they would fight the case knowing that if they
pleaded guilty for violating the law, their farmland would
have been seized. Meanwhile, the Court asked the public
prosecutor if he would withdraw the case since the case had
been initiated owing to the government policy. But the public
prosecutor maintained that they could not withdraw the case
as it was related to policy. Since the two parties could not
agree, the Court set out a date for examination of evidence.
I’d better give some background about the
preparation of the team of lawyers in this case. In the middle
of 2009, I brought this case to the attention of the Human
Rights Lawyers Association (then it was registered as
Human Rights Lawyers Association - HRLA) asking them
to take it as a strategic litigation. And it was approved so by
HRLA’s Board. During the litigation, the lawyer team had to
meet several times during which different persons were
assigned different responsibilities. Our locally based lawyers
had gone to meet and discuss with Ms. Naw Haymui and
Mr. Di Paepho as well as other villagers in Ban Mae Omki.
Training has been organized to give them basic knowledge
about law and to understand legal proceedings.
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Prior to the pre-hearing conference, the lawyer team
has contacted individuals who could be witnesses in this
case and explained to them the reasons for defense and
issues they were supposed to address or upon which they
should express their opinions. They included senior citizens
in Ban Mae Omki, academics studying rotational farming,
Tha Song Yang District Chief Officer, who decided against
filing charges against the villagers, Chief Officer of the Tak
Natural Resources and the Environment, NGOs working on
community rights and community forest management, etc.
On the pre-hearing conference day, Ms. Napaporn
came as the attorney. After both the attorney and public
prosecutor stated their approaches to witness examination,
the Court decided to disallow some defendant witnesses,
particularly expert witnesses, claiming it was not necessary
as on certain points, the attorney could get the evidence
from cross examining the prosecution witnesses. As for the
prosecution, the Court asked them to collect evidence from
the forestry officials who conducted the arrest and who had
been transferred to another province. The Attorney objected
to it since the defendants were not so healthy and would
find it difficult to travel to another province and could not
afford the travel anyway. The Court concurred and decided
to issue a subpoena to bring all of the witnesses to the Mae
Sot Provincial Court. In addition, the defendant attorney ask
the Court to combine both the cases since the two cases
shared substantial similarities, i.e., the arrest was made in
the adjacent areas and at the same time and it would be the
same prosecution witnesses and defendant witnesses who
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would be examined. But the public prosecutor who claimed
that the incidences took place separately objected to it. The
Court concurred with the public prosecutor and decided
against the combination of the cases.
During witness examination, on the first case against
Ms. Naw Haymui, 18th-19th February 2010, the prosecution
proposed three witnesses including the inquiry official and
two forestry officials who made the arrest whereas the
defendant proposed five witnesses including the defendant
himself, elderly man in community (Mr. Pairat Pairotewiroon),
Tak Chief Officer of Natural Resources and the Environment
(Mr. Wittaya Chuaybamrung), Tha Song Yang District Chief
Officer (Mr. Songtham Wannasit) and a social scientist
(Dr. Pinkaew Laungaramsri).
In the second case against Mr. Di Paepho, the
witness examination took place on 29th April 2010, and the
same group of witnesses of both the prosecution and the
defendant gave evidence. But this time, the public prosecutor
asked more questions in order to convince the Court that the
defendant could not be said to be doing rotational farming
upon the land used by him. Nevertheless, the Court ruled
similarly in both cases to dismiss the charges based on the
same reasons.
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A brief summary of the plaint, the evidence given by the
defendants and witnesses can be explained as follows.
The Plaint
Essentially, the case was concerned with the fact
if the rotational farming practiced by Ms. Naw Haymui
and Mr. Di Paepho was really a breach of forest laws or
not.
The public prosecutor alleged that Ms. Naw
Haymui and Mr. Di Paepho committed an offence by
holding or possessing land, making a construction,
destruction or burning forest, doing logging, collecting
forest product, or doing any matter whatsoever with
purport to harm or decay condition of national forest
reserve and causing damage to watershed without
permission by cutting down trees, burning forest, clearing
land, and procuring the land in order to grow chili and rice
without permission.
During witness examination, the public prosecutor
presented three witnesses including the two forestry
officials who made the arrest and one inquiry official.
According to the forestry officials, during the arrest, Ms.
Naw Haymui and Mr. Di Paepho were seen collecting and
heaping weeds, wood scraps, wood barks and branches
at the crime scene. No rice was grown there. Amidst
big trees, it looked like the land had just been recently
cleared. The dispute area is quite steep and located in
watershed. It was legally declared part of the National
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Forest Reserve since 1983. In addition, the area was
not granted exemption by the Cabinet Resolution dated
30 June 1998. The damage in this case was calculated
based on economic losses of the forested area and
environmental damage formula including the destruction
of watershed area and it amounted to 150,000 baht per
rai.
The Defense
The defendants gave evidence that since the
beginning that they had no intention to encroach on
the forest, but they had tilled the land for a long time
and that their actions were according to the concept of
community rights enshrined in the Constitution. In other
word, both Ms. Naw Haymui and Mr. Di Paepho are
indigenous Karens who have been living in Ban Mae Omki
since they were born and Ban Mae Omki is a traditional
community established much longer before the official
declaration of the National Forest Reserve over the
traditional land of the village. Local people including the
defendants have been living a self-subsistent livelihood
by doing rotational farming mainly growing rice. The
defendants have inherited the land in dispute from
their parents. They have been tilling the land for life, but
they have no absolute ownership over the land since
it belongs collectively to the whole community. Any
utilization of the land must be approved by the whole
community including the use of land for food production,
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community forest management, water resource
management and resettlement.
The defendants and the traditional community
have invoked their right to manage and utilize the
necessary resources for their livelihood. The right is
justified according to human rights principles and
enshrined in the 2007 Constitution of the Kingdom
of Thailand’s Section which states that “Persons so
assembling as to be a community, local community or
traditional community shall have the right to conserve
or restore their customs, local traditional knowledge,
arts or good culture of their community and of the
nation and participate in the management, maintenance,
preservation and exploitation of natural resources
and environment including the biological diversity in
a balanced sustainable manner” and Section 67(1)
“The right of a person to participate, in conjunction
with the State and communities, in the conservation,
preservation and exploitation of natural resources and
biological diversity and in the protection, promotion and
preservation of the quality of environment for normal and
sustained survival in the environment which causes no
harm to his or her health, well-being or quality of life, shall
be protected as the case may require”.
As the defendants are arrested and indicted on
the charges, they are entitled to the right as prescribed
for by the Constitution and it can be invoked for their
defense. The power accorded by the Constitution of
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the Kingdom of Thailand B.E.2550’s Section 28 can be
used to rebuke the allegations made by the prosecutor
who simply rely on the 1941 Forestry Act and the 1964
National Forest Reserve Act which are just organic laws.
Any provisions in an organic law which is incompatible
with the Constitution are deemed unenforceable.
The exercise of community rights is prescribed for
by the Constitution. According to the Constitution of
the Kingdom of Thailand B.E.2550’s Section 6, which
provides that “The Constitution is the supreme law of the
State. The provisions of any law, rule or regulation, which
are contrary to or inconsistent with this Constitution, shall
be unenforceable”.
As the five defendant witnesses were examined in
two separate cases, their evidence was similar and it can
be summarized as per each of them as follows;
Mr. Pairat Pairotewiroon, an elderly man from
the community Founded over 300 years ago, Ban Mae
Omki houses villagers who mostly earn their living from
rotational farming inherited from their ancestral time.
Some woods are pitched to demarcate the land. After
growing food for one year, the land will be left fallow to
replenish itself. The villagers always avoid farming in
areas where large trees grow since it is believed to be
the places of spirits and angels. In addition, it is also
prohibited for growing good in watershed area. The crime
scene is located in the land utilized since their forbearer
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time. No one had any idea that it was declared National
Forest Reserve. They only knew about it later. In addition,
no signs have been made to indicate the boundaries of
the National Forest Reserve.

Mr. Wittaya Chuaybamrung, forestry expert
official The Western part of Tak and Mae Hong Son is
covered by a large patch of forest. People there live with
the forest long before relevant laws and regulations have
been issued and enforced in Tambon Mae Wa Luang
and adjacent area. The land there is rich and suitable for
farming. Much of the land in Tambon Mae Wa Luang
has been inhabited by indigenous Karens who have been
practicing rotational farming for a long time in addition to
collecting food from forest for their self-subsistence.
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Mr. Songtham Wannasit, Tha Song Yang
District Chief Officer as the head of inquiry official
team As 90% of land in Tha Song Yang District is
declared either as National Forest Reserve or National
Park, the area in Tambon Mae Wa Luang is thus part of
the Tha Song Yang National Forest Reserve almost of
its entirety and the rest part of Mae Ngao National Park.
Residents in Tambon Mae Wa Luang are mostly ethnic
Karen who have settled there for centuries. They practice
rotational farming and from his research, they have been
tilling the land for a long time. According to community
leaders, the defendants have inherited the land from
their parents and forbearers and had started to farm
there since before the declaration of the National Forest
Reserve. Based on the existing evidence, he decided to
drop the charges against them citing that according to
the cabinet resolution dated 30th June 1998 and other
evidence, it could be construed that the accused have
been farming in the land in dispute for a long time,
prior to 30th June 1998. Since ancestral time, rotational
farming has been practiced and the alleged offenders
had the impression that they were allowed to farm the
land but not to further encroach and clear new plots of
land. The traditional Karen community has settled there
for generations including the two defendants and thus he
decided to drop the charges.
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Dr. Pinkaew Laungaramsri, Social Scientist and
Anthropologist from Chiang Mai University Based on
studies, the indigenous Karens have settled there longer
than Thai people. They must have been there since 400
– 500 years and have practiced rotational farming for
a long time. Forest area and rotational farming area are
different since the latter features only a few big trees and
some tree are cut by a half about the height of a human
being to leave them to branch out. As for rotational
farming, the villagers choose land which has replenished
itself and cut down some small trees leaving the wood
to dry and then burn them to enrich the land. When rain
comes, they start to grow rice and other crops. When
burning the land, a buffer zone will be built to control the
fire from spreading recklessly. And some big trees are left
intact in the field since they can help to accelerate the
replenishment process. Most trees that have been cut
down are small and these are “rai lao” used for rotational
farming by the villagers.
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The defendant (Ms. Naw Haymui Wiangwicha)
She was born and bred in Ban Mae Omki and all her
parents and grandparents have passed away. With five
children, farming is her only means of livelihood. She
has inherited three plots of land from her parents. Before
planting, she has to get rid of small vegetation and
weeds. Big trees are not cut down. All the wood scrap
and weed are put together and dried up. Some wood
can be kept for use as firewood and the rest is burned
away. Normally, she would farm for one year and pause
for two years and then return to the same plot. She often
grows rice along with other crops. The land in dispute
is adjacent to other plots belonging to seven or eight
villagers. Only one side of the land is adjacent to a grove
of big trees. She has never had her land measured and
has no idea that the land is part of the National Forest
Reserve and does not even understand what National
Forest Reserve is. She just grows enough to feed her
and if rice were not enough she would sell chili and
vegetables to earn enough to buy rice. After the arrest,
she has not had enough rice. Her eldest son has to work
in Bangkok to earn money since there is not enough food
at home.
During the arrest and inquiry level, she has not
pleaded guilty. She simply said that the land in dispute
has been utilized and passed on from her parents. It
is not a new plot of land. During the interrogation, no
interpretation was provided. As for the arrest and inquiry
reports, she was asked to print her fingers and she just
did not knowing anything about the contents.
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The Verdict
After all witness examination, the Court set
the date to deliver verdict on 25th February 2010. The
Court decided to dismiss the case essentially for the
defendants had no intent to encroach on the National
Forest Reserve since they have been utilizing the land
in dispute before and the adjacent land has also been
farmed by other villagers. They have occupied the land
before the authorities designated the area as part of
the National Forest Reserve. And since the defendants
have inherited the land from their parents, they have
the impression that the State allows them to use it on a
lenient basis. Without intent, the act of the defendants
could not be deemed offensive alleged. The Court
dismissed the two cases based on the same reasons.
Major issues raised in the verdict are;
1. The land in dispute is part of the National
Forest Reserve as prescribed for by Ministerial
Regulation and announced in the Government
Gazette since 2nd November 1983. The announcement has been made public to all people. Therefore, it can be assumed that the two defendants
were aware that the land in dispute was part of
the National Forest Reserve.
2. The crime scene is where the defendants have
been practicing rotational farming since their
forbearers’ time prior to the declaration of the
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National Forest Reserve. All adjacent land has
also been utilized by other villagers as well.
They have tilled the land in dispute prior to the
announcement of the authorities to declare the
land part of the National Forest Reserve
3. The defendants are indigenous Karen and the
neighborhood inhabited by the defendants also
houses almost entirely Karen villagers. They
have long settled there and practicing rotational
farming. The defendants cannot speak, read or
write in Thai.
4. The act of the defendants stemmed from their
misunderstanding that they have been given
leniency by the authorities to utilize the land in
dispute and were allowed to continue to do so. It
could then be assumed that the defendants have
committed the act by misunderstanding that
they were allowed to clear up the land in dispute.
As there was no intent to break the law, the
defendants were found not guilty.
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Appeal by the Public Prosecutor Against the Decision of
the Court
After the cases were dismissed by the Court, the
public prosecutor filed an appeal against it before the
Appeals Court by essentially alleging that the defendants had
encroached and cleared up a new piece of land and practiced
slash and burn farming and that they have not been utilizing
the land for a long time or prior to the announcement of the
authorities to declare the land part of the National Forest
Reserve. Thus, they cannot waive prosecution by the virtue of
the Cabinet Resolution dated 30th June 1998.
The defendant attorney argued that the livelihood
of the two defendants has been dependent on traditional
rotational farming, which has been practiced since their
ancestral time. And the defendants have inherited the land
from their parents. In addition, the practice of rotational
farming is supported by a range of researches, which
confirm that it is a mode of production compatible with
sustainable and balanced development. Most importantly,
the defendants are entitled to the right to livelihood and to
utilize the land as prescribed for by the Constitution of the
Kingdom of Thailand B.E. 2550’s Sections 66 and 67.
It took the Appeals Court two years before passing
the verdict for the Mae Sot Provincial Court to read out.;
In the case against Ms. Naw Haymui, the Appeals
Court cited the following evidence;
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Dr. Pinkaew Laungaramsri: The Karen live off
rotational farming and the condition of the land where
the crime took place could be attributed to rotational
farming whereby small trees were cut about a man’s
height in order to allow other vegetation to replenish.
Mr. Songtham Wannasit, Tha Song Yang District
Chief Officer: A majority of the residents in Tambon
Mae Wa Luang are ethnically Karen whose livelihood
is dependent on rotational farming. Based on existing
evidence, it can be said that the defendant has
been utilizing the land she has inherited from her
grandmother and mother.
Mr. Pairat Pairotewiroon, an elderly man: The crime
scene is the land the parents of the defendant used
to cultivate and the defendant simply continued the
practice from her mother based on rotational farming.
The verdict of the Appeals Court can be summarized
as based on the existing evidence, it can be assumed that
the crime scene is a rotational farming field. Since it is proven
as a fact that the defendant is an indigenous Karen whose
livelihood is dependent on rotational farming and she does
not speak, read and follow Thai, though she has been utilizing
the land before. Therefore, the defendant had continued her
farming as before. Without intent, her act cannot be treated
as an offence as alleged. The Court made an addition to the
verdict that “since it can be proven that the crime scene is
part of the Tha Song Yang Forest Reserve, even though the
defendant has unintentionally committed the act, but she is
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still not entitled to occupy and utilize the land. Therefore, the
defendant is obliged to leave the crime scene in the National
Forest Reserve.”
As for the case against Mr. Di Paepho, the result
was opposite to the case against Ms. Naw Haymui as the
Appeals Court overturned the verdict of the Lower Court by
claiming that even though the parents of the defendant used
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to utilize the land before and once they died, the defendants
have continued the practice, and it occurred prior to the
declaration of the National Forest Reserve. And even though
the defendant was not aware that the land was part of
National Forest Reserve, but since it could be proven that
the crime scene was part of the National Forest Reserve
and since a Ministerial Regulation to demarcate the area
of the National Forest Reserve has been published in the
Government Gazette, it can be enforceable. The defendant
cannot claim his ignorance of the law to excuse himself. But
as the cabinet resolution is not a legal provision, it has no
power to exonerate any offence made against the Forestry
Act and the National Forest Reserve Act. Thus, the defendant
cannot claim to not have intent to commit the crime. The
Court found the defendant guilty as per the Forest Act and
National Forest Reserve Act and sentenced him to two years
of imprisonment. But since the crime scene is not large and
the defendant is already an octogenarian, the imprisonment
shall be suspended for one year. But the defendant and
others are obliged to leave the land.
Our lawyer team agreed that we had to appeal the
verdict to the Supreme Court.
In the case against Mr. Di Paepho, the Appeals Court
failed to acknowledge evidence given by the defendants
including factual and theoretical information. The Court
simply concluded that since it could be established that the
crime scene was part of the National Forest Reserve as
prescribed for by a Ministerial Regulation published in the
Government Gazette, then it could be enforceable and the
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defendant could not claim his ignorance of the law as an
excuse. And the defendant was then found guilty as per the
Forest Act and National Forest Reserve Act.
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Appeal by the Defense to the Supreme Court
After the Appeals Court delivered the verdict,
the lawyer team consulted and agreed that a motion of
appeal shall be submitted to the Supreme Court since
both the Lower Court and the Appeals Court simply used
the evidence given by the witnesses to only determine if
the act of the defendants was an offence as per the 1964
National Forest Reserve Act and the Forest Act B.E. 2484 or
not. Meanwhile, other evidence given by expert witnesses
proposed by the defendants which asserted that Ban Mae
Omki is a traditional community and the defendants and
the community have settled there before the declaration
of the National Forest Reserve. Also, the land in dispute is
used for rotational farming, which stems from local wisdom
and is environmentally friendly. All this information was
acknowledged by the Court simply to determine that the
defendants had no intent to encroach the forest and since
they had no intent, they could not be held liable “according
to criminal procedure”. Both the Lower Court and the
Appeals Court have not adjudicated on the issues regarding
community rights according to the Constitution’s Sections
66 and 67 that was raised by the defendants and supported
by evidence from expert witnesses, academics, District Chief
Officer, and elderly persons in the community. In fact, the
Court did record the evidence given by all these witnesses
all of whom asserted that apart from not encroaching on the
forest, the defendants are entitled to the right as prescribed
for by the Constitution.
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When Mr. Sathan and I brought these issues to the
attention of Ms. Naw Haymui and Mr. Di Paepho as well
as other community leaders, what concerned Ms. Naw
Haymui and Mr. Di Paepho was if they lost in the Supreme
Court, would they have to do time in jail? How much the
legal fight will cost? Mr. Sathan recounted to them the
opinions of the lawyers and legal consequences, pros and
cons and the ramification from the verdict of the Supreme
Court, negatively and positively, both became more relieved
and agreed to fight the charges to the end. They have to
earn their living by growing food and now the land that is
left to them is quite meager, they could not afford to loose
more land otherwise they would have no rice to eat. And if
they stop now, the existing verdicts would have impacted
their right to farm the land as they are prohibited from tilling
the land. Meanwhile, other villagers also felt concerned
that based on the verdict to the Appeals Court, the whole
village would not have the right to continue practicing their
rotational farming any longer.
In the appeal to the Supreme Court, since according
to the verdict of the Appeals Court, both Ms. Naw Haymui
and Mr. Di Paepho are acquitted of criminal penalties and the
public prosecutor cannot ask the Supreme Court to penalize
the defendants any further as per the Criminal Procedure
Code’s Section 219. But the issue pertinent to the defendants
is that the Court has not made any decision on the claim
by the defendants that they are entitled to have the right to
till the land as prescribed for by the Constitution’s Section
66 regarding community rights and participation in the
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management, maintenance, preservation and exploitation of
natural resources and environment since Ms. Naw Haymui
and Mr. Di Paepho as well as other villagers have been
practicing rotational farming since their ancestral time. It
was part of their livelihood since before the declaration of the
National Forest Reserve. If they are deprived of the right to till
the land, they would not be able to survive, but now they are
ordered to leave the land. All senior lawyers deemed that the
verdict was unlawful.
The motion of appeal was submitted to the Supreme
Court since 2011, right now (November 2013), no verdict has
been made. Given that no final results are yet known, both
Ms. Naw Haymui and Mr. Di Paepho continue to bear with
the constant pressure. They would not know for sure what
the future holds for them and have to wait for the Supreme
Court’s verdict.

In the motion submitted to the Supreme Court,
legal issues raised included;
1. In the case against Ms. Naw Haymui, since both
the Lower Court and the Appeals Court found
her not guilty, the Appeals Court has no power to
order her to desert her land. An order as such can
only be made when the Court decisively found
she has committed an offence against the law.
Therefore, the verdict of the Appeals Court on this
regard is unlawful and the Court has no power to
issue such an order.
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That the Lower Court and the Appeals
Court acquited the defendant claiming a lack of
intent indiates that the act committed by Ms. Naw
Haymui is still considered a breach of the 1941
Forest Act and the 1964 National Forest Reserve,
but the Court deemed the defendants had
misunderstood and utilized the land. Thus, the
elements of crime were not complete as required
by criminal procedure and thence the dismissal
of the case. However, the Court has failed to
rule on issues concerning community rights as
prescribed by the Constitution’s Sections 66 and
67 that the defendant is justifiably entitled to have
the right to live in Ban Mae Omki as prescribed
for by the Constitution sinec the community has
long settled there and has local wisdom of its
own. Thus, she must be considered a right holder
as per the Constitution’s Sections 66 and 67.
The defendant as a right holder shall be able to
collaborate with the state and the community to
preserve and utilize natural resources. This issue
was raised in a motion of appeal submitted to the
Supreme Court as well.
2. In the case against Mr. Di Paepho, since the
Appeals Court found him guilty, in our appeal to
the Supreme Court, we asked for a retrial of the
case emphasising that the Court should interpret
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community right in light of the Constitution’s
Sections 66 and 67 since it is the supreme law,
and the 1941 Forest Act and the 1964 National
Forest Reserve as just organic laws. Essentially,
Mae Omki community has community right,
which provides for them to traditionally use the
forests and a range of researches justify that
their way of sustainable and secure livelihood
is not in breach of the principle of balance and
sustainability of the natural resources. In addition,
both the 1941 Forest Act and the 1964 National
Forest Reserve are no replacement of customary
rights. The occupation and utilization of land
as practiced by the defendants is merely the
right to utilize public resources. It does not give
them an absolute right over the property. As law
enforcement unit, the state has power provided
for by organic laws and the exercise of such
power must not be contradictory or incompatible
with Constitution rights. Therefore, community
spirit, a way of life, tradition, culture and local
wisdom regarding the sustainable and balanced
use of natural resources are protected by the
Constitution based on these principles. Therefore,
the defendants are legally entitled to have the
right to till the land.
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Case Analysis

Strategic litigation
The Human Rights Lawyers Association takes these
as important cases and it was possible to use them as a
strategic litigation to set out a precedent for the enforcement
and interpretation of the law by officials at the operational
level and the Court to be carried out in accordance with
human rights principle and to be an opportunity to raise
awareness among the villagers who are affected by the law.
Thus, they are treated as a strategic litigation by HRLA with
approval from our board of directors and a lawyer team has
been set up consisted of five members including;
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Mr. Sumitchai Huttasan: Center for Protection and
Recovery of Local Community Rights (CPRLCR)
(senior lawyer)
Ms. Janjira Janpaew: Human Rights Lawyers Association
Ms. Poonsuk Poonsukcharoen: Human Rights Lawyers
Association
Ms. Parunda Pankaew: Human Rights Lawyers Association
Mr. Laofung Bundithoedsakul: Child and Community
Development Network Center
In this legal fight, the Child and Community
Development Network Center works as our local partner.
In addition, cooperation has been received from the Cross
Cultural Foundation (CrCF), ENLAW Foundation, Mae Sot
Labor Law Clinic, and Northern Development Foundation
(NDF). Most importantly, we have all the solidarity from the
two defendants of Ban Mae Omki and the entire community
as they have been fighting together with us until the case is
pending in the Supreme Court.
The cases have become a strategic litigation owing
to the resilience of Ms. Naw Haymui and Mr. Di Paepho,
the defendants, who have to bear with all the pressure and
difficulties. Both do not speak Thai, have no legal knowledge,
and do not afford to fight the charges by themselves. Yet,
they have stood up strongly with support from the lawyers,
non-governmental organizations and villagers in Ban Mae
Omki.
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To accept the cases as a strategic litigation, HRLA,
our lawyer team and board of directors deem that there are
many important elements in these cases including;
1. Different elements of the cases fit the requirements
of HRLA including:
• There are local partner organizations
• Members of HRLA can be responsible or involved
with the cases
• The cases fit the strategic missions of HRLA
(community rights, freedom of expression, and
rights in justice process)
• The cases shall have wider ramification and
may have led to changes in the law, policy or the
strengthening of people’s movements.
2. After meeting several times, the lawyer team finalized
the goals of the litigation including to advocate a
new standard in the interpretation and enforcement
of the Constitution’s Sections 66 and 67 regarding
community rights. Rotational farming which is a
substantive issue in these cases is an agricultural
practice based on local wisdom which has passed on
for a long time and a range of academic researches
assert that it causes no harm to the ecology, but will
nurture its sustainability. The state also accepts this
principle and the community have created its rules
regarding the use of farmland based on collective
right principle or multi-level rights
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3. A number of people who earn their living by
practicing rotational farming are being affected
since their farmland lies within the area declared
as the National Forest Reserve, National Park and
Wildlife Sanctuary. Without land title deeds, they are
regarded as encroachers according to the law. Every
year, a massive number of villagers are subject to
the arrests. Even though since 1997, the Constitution
provides for community rights, but the provision
has never been interpreted and applied to support
rotational farming.
4. There are several elements that made the cases fit
as a strategic litigation to advocate a new precedent
of the enforcement and interpretation of the law
including;
• There are unique legal issues related to social and
structural issues. Article 14 of the 1964 National
Forest Reserve Act provides that “Within the
national forest reserve, no person shall hold or
possess land, make a construction, destruct or
burn forest, do logging, collect forest product, or
do any matter what so ever with purport to harm
or decay a condition of national forest reserve”.
The provision can be a breach to provisions in the
2007 Constitution of the Kingdom of Thailand’s
Sections 66 and 67 which provides for the right and
participation of community in the management,
maintenance, preservation and exploitation of
natural resources and environment. Meanwhile, the
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1964 National Forest Reserve Act’s Article 14
has been used to criminalize villagers who live
or utilize the land without any land title deeds,
particularly among the ethnic groups in the
North. Being treated as law offenders, they have
to eke out their living by relying on sympathy
from concerned officials who may give them a
reprieve and refrain from arresting them. And
even when they are indicted and tried in the
Court, they have to seek the mercy of the judge
in order to get lenient or suspended terms.
• If the Courts had based their decisions on
community rights as prescribed for by the
Constitution, the verdicts would have given
justification for the defendants and the
community and other community in a similar
predicament to continue practicing rotational
farming. It will ensure that officials at all levels
respect the right and it would have further
enhanced conceptualization on community
rights.
• The substantive issues in these cases can
be easily understood by public since the
defendants have invoked the fact that they
have been occupying the land and practicing
rotational farming since ancestral time prior to
the declaration of the National Forest Reserve.
There are also researches that prove that
rotational farming is not detrimental to the
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ecology and the issue has been subject to debate
in Thailand for a long time.
• As for the amendment of the 1964 National Forest
Reserve Act’s Section 14, the move has been made
by people’s sector for a long time, particularly
on the provision, which is incompatible with the
Constitution. One of the clearest solutions is the
advocacy for the Community Forest Bill in 2002
until 2005. The effort was stalled by rampant
political unrest after which the movement was
resumed. This time, it has evolved into “community
land title deed” which basically demands that the
state guarantee the right to live, to grow food and
to utilize natural resources based on a collective
right system and according to the rights prescribed
for by the Constitution’s Sections 66 and 67.
Their movement has become more effective
over the time until the Regulation of the Office of
Prime Minister was issued in 2010 to provide for
community land title deed during the Democrat
government and with Mr. Abhisit Vejjajiva as Prime
Minister and through to the Phue Thai government
led by Ms. Yingluck Shinawatra.
Nevertheless, the community land title deed
movement has hit a block since even though it has gained
approval from the government, but the existing provision
makes an exemption to certain areas including watershed
area, 1A water basin, National Park and Wildlife Sanctuary.
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But most of the land in which rotational farming is practiced
is located in one of the restricted areas. In addition, the
movement has been dependent on political negotiation. Any
progress made relies on political stability of the incumbent
government and the attitude and skill of the governmental
representatives.
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Substantive issues in the cases
The cases stemmed from two uninformed persons
being put under arrest on forest encroachment charges. It
was nothing new and did not seem so legally complicated.
But given more concerned people getting involved, the issue
has become better known and gained attention from human
rights activists, reporters and social science academics.
Both positive and negative aspects of the struggle of the
two persons have been brought into light. It partly reflects
a problem in the system to protect fundamental rights of
impoverished people in Thailand. Existing stereotype has
given rise to an entrenched bias against highland people
whose thinking, belief and values are different from other
people. The substantive issues in these cases can be
explained as follows;
• Rights in justice process: How Ms. Naw Haymui
and Mr. Di Paepho have been treated by the state
and their struggle is essentially involved with the
rights in justice process, and both have to face a
surmounting obstacle in order to defend their rights.
In particular, they really have no idea how state
officials, public prosecutor and the Court will treat
them and how they should react before a decision is
made if they should go to jail or not. Problems that
have occurred in these cases included.
• Interpretation: From our discussion with Ms.
Naw Haymui and Mr. Di Paepho, they related to us
that when they were arrested and brought to the
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police station for an inquiry and during their first
appearance in the Court, they literally had no idea
and did not understand what the officials were
doing and speaking to them. The interpreter simply
gave them very rough translation and sometimes
community leaders were asked to help with the
interpretation. For example, they were only informed
of questions such as “does this land belong to you?”,
“what are you growing and why have you slashed
the forest?”, “aren’t you aware that it is part of
protected area?”, etc.
In fact, a lack of language skill is a major
concern as far the law is concerned. According
to the Criminal Procedure Code’s Section 13(4)
“An inquiry, preliminary hearing or trial shall be
conducted in Thai language. Where it is necessary
to translate a Thai dialect, vernacular or foreign
language into Thai language or vice versa, an
interpreter shall be required. Where the victim,
accused, defendant or witness cannot speak
or understand Thai language or can speak or
understand only a Thai dialect or vernacular and is
not yet represented by any interpreter, the inquirer,
public prosecutor or court shall without delay furnish
him with an interpreter”. The provision means to
provide for equality in arms of all persons before
the law including an assurance that a person is
informed and understands any information that
concerns them in order that they can make a
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decision regarding their own rights or about the
deprivation of their liberty, particularly when it comes
to legal issues.
• The presence of a lawyer to give assistance,
counseling and representation at all stages in
the legal proceeding including from the inquiry
level to the Court: On this matter, the Constitution’s
Section 40(7) provides that “an injured person or
defendant has the right to … legal assistance in the
judicial process given by a lawyer”. And the Criminal
Procedure Code’s Section 173 (2) provides that in a
case with mandatory jail term, prior to the hearing,
the Court has to ask the defendant if he has a lawyer
or not. If not and if the defendant wants, the Court
has to designate a lawyer to help represent the
person in the Court. Even though the defendants
had a consultation with Mr. Sumitchai, a lawyer
before, and appointed him as their attorney, on the
day they were indicted with the Court, both could not
understand what the officials tried to say. Thus, they
pleaded guilty to the charges without the presence
of their lawyer. If there was a lawyer with them that
day, they would have denied the charges and would
have explained their reasons to the Court.
• Right to provisional release As the Appeals Court
ordered a retrial; the defendants were denied
bail simply because the guarantors including the
Village Headmen and TAO (Tambon Administration
organization) members are not related to the
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defendants. As a result, both Ms. Naw Haymui and
Mr. Di Paepho were held in custody in prison even
though previously the Lower Court granted them
bail using exactly the same guarantors.
As the Court set out such a condition, it
made it impossible for Ms. Naw Haymui and Mr.
Di Paepho who did not have as much as 200,000
baht and had no relatives who were governmental
officials to be released on bail to prepare for their
self defense. But with help from the lawyers, another
bail request has been applied and eventually they
were granted a provisional release. Without the
lawyers, they would have such a chance.
Most importantly, that the Court denied
bail claiming that the fact that the guarantors were
not related to the defendants was incompatible
with the principle that bail should to be the rule
rather than exception according to the Criminal
Procedure Code’s Section 107.Two major provisions
are concerned with the right to bail including the
Constitution of the Kingdom of Thailand B.E.2550’s
Section 40 (7) which provides that “In a criminal
case, an injured person or defendant has the right
to accurate, swift and impartial investigation, or trial,
sufficient opportunity to present his or her case,…
and provisional release” and the Criminal Procedure
Code’s Sections 107 to 119.
That the law provide for the right to bail is
because the accused should be allowed to fight
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the charge and to fully prepare for his defenses.
Being incarcerated would greatly undermine the
opportunity and gives rise to a lack of equality in
arms since meanwhile the prosecutors are outside
and have enough tools and the instruction power.
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Major issues in the verdicts
Major issues reviewed by the Court in these
cases were whether or not the rotational farming of Ms.
Naw Haymui and Mr. Di Paepho was conducive to forest
encroachment, and hence an illegal act.
1. Rotational farming vs. Slash and burn During
the witness examination, the public prosecutor
and forestry officials said that the farming method
adopted by Ms. Naw Haymui and Mr. Di Paepho was
a slash-and-burn and claimed that the land in dispute
was pristine forest which has never been exposed
to farming before by pointing to the tree stumps
and woods and branches piled up and burned in the
farm. Meanwhile, the defendants cited the academics
and community leaders who argued that the land
in dispute has been used for rotational farming in
which land would be left fallow to replenish itself for
three or four years. As trees can quickly regenerate
themselves and some can grow very fast, they have
to be cut down while the rest are not cut down, but
trimmed. Some firewood can be had from the burned
wood. The land used for rotational farming has never
been expanded, and no trees in old forests have been
cut down. Eventually, the Court was convinced by the
defendant witnesses that the land in dispute has been
used for rotational farming and has been occupied for
a long time and Ms. Naw Haymui and Mr. Di Paepho
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have not practiced slash-and-burn farming as alleged
by the authorities.
During the appeal, the public prosecutor
continued to claim that the farming method used by
Ms. Naw Haymui and Mr. Di Paepho was slash-andburn. Again, the Appeals Court was convinced by the
defendant witnesses that the farming method used
by the defendants was rotational farming, not slashand-burn.
2. The cabinet resolution dated 30th June 1998: During
the witness examination in the Lower Court, both
the prosecution and the defendants referred to the
cabinet resolution dated 30th June 1998 regarding
solutions for land inside protected area. In its verdict,
the Lower Court concurred with the Tha Song Yang
District Chief Officer, as the chief inquiry official that:
“Invoking the 30th June 1998 cabinet
resolution and based on the evidence, the
accused had been tilling the land prior to
30th June 1998 since their ancestral time
and based on rotational farming. It was
understood that they were allowed by the
authorities to till the land provided that they
would not further encroach the forest. The
Karen community has inhabited the area for
generations”.
The Court cited it as a reason to acquit the
defendants. But the Appeals Court, in the case
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against Ms. Naw Haymui, failed to recognize this
point. But in the case against Mr. Di Paepho, the Court
ruled that:
“Based on the cabinet resolution
dated 30th June 1998 cited by the defendant and acknowledged by the Lower Court,
the defendant believed in good faith that he
was given a reprieve by the authorities to
farm the land. But as the cabinet resolution
is not a legal provision, it has no power
to exonerate any offence made against
the Forestry Act and the National Forest
Reserve Act”.
On this point, Prof. Anand Kanchanaphan
shared his opinion in a public forum on “Forest and
Man in the Court’s Perspectives: Lessons Learned
from the Verdicts in Mae Omki Cases” held on 20th
June 2555 that “The cabinet resolution must be
recognized by the Court, but whether it agrees with
the resolution or not, is a different matter. The Court
cannot simply brush it aside claiming it is not a legal
provision.
The crux of the matter is the cases
are not just involved with legal arguments,
but public administration and political
science, as well. They are a multi-tier
conflict. If they were just a pure legal
conflict, they could have been settled in
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the Court among the lawyers. But they
are problems and conflicts subject to the
debate between the lawyers and other
social scientists. And a legal standard itself
does not suffice it to solve the conflicts. It
depends on how we look at them.”
3. Having intent to encroach or not? Once it could be
established by the defendants that they have been
tilling the land for a long time before the declaration
of the National Forest Reserve, would their acts still
constitute an offence? The Lower Court deemed
that since Ms. Naw Haymui and Mr. Di Paepho have
occupied and utilized the land before and no further
encroachment has been made over pristine forests,
and since they were not aware that the land had
been declared as part of the National Forest Reserve,
then they had no intent (to encroach) and thus had
not committed an offence. But the Appeals Court
thought otherwise. In the case against Ms. Naw
Haymui, the Appeals Court entirely concurred with the
Lower Court. But in the case against Mr. Di Paepho,
the Appeals Court deemed that since the land in
dispute has been declared part of the National Forest
Reserve, it does not matter how long it has been tilled,
the act constitutes an offence.
4. The taking of evidence on community right: Both
the Lower Court and the Appeals Court simply
focused on the 1964 National Forest Reserve Act
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and the 1941 Forest Act leaving out the arguments
raised by the defendants concerning community right
prescribed for in the Constitution. The defendants
have submitted in written evidence and it was
presented during the hearing and reasons have
been given by expert witnesses of the defendants
who induced that Ban Mae Omki is a traditional
community and both the defendants and the
community have been there prior to the declaration
of the National Forest Reserve, in which the rotational
farming was practiced. Also, rotational farming is
developed from local wisdom of the ethnic people
and is not detrimental to the ecology. The Court
simply listened to the legal argument and used it to
support the assertion that the defendants had no
intent to encroach the forests. And without intent,
their acts cannot be held criminally liable as per the
“criminal procedure law”. Both the Lower Court and
the Appeals Court have failed to adjudicate on the
issues concerning community right prescribed for by
the Constitution’s Sections 66 and 67.
Unfortunately, the issue was not given weight in
the hearing. In fact, the Constitutional Court used to issue
a decision no. 3/2009 since 18th March 2009 that the 2007
Constitution intends to provide for the rights and liberties
which can be directly enforceable once the Constitution
came into force without having to have an enabling law or an
organic law. A case in point is the decision of the Supreme
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Administrative Court to suspend the construction of factories
in Map Ta Pud Industrial Complex in which the Court
made the ruling by interpreting the constitutional provision
and asserting that as the supreme law of the land, the
Constitution can be automatically enforceable. A state organ
cannot claims that since there is yet no law issued to provide
for the procedure, condition and method, the protective
provision cannot be enforceable.
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The costs of the legal fight
The cases stem from “the two Karens who have been
earning their living by practicing rotational farming. They
were then arrested by forestry officials right in the land they
have inherited from their ancestors and were accused of
encroaching on the forests. After being held in custody, they
were indicted with the Court. The Court eventually acquitted
them allowing them to go home and barring them continuing
to farm their land.” Six years past, the cases have not ended.
Judging the costs of the two parties, the plaintiffs and the
accused, the former include forestry officials, inquiry officials
and public prosecutors who are knowledgeable, powerful
with sound financial support.
But Ms. Naw Haymui and Mr. Di Paepho are just
ordinary village folk who do not speak Thai, have no
knowledge, power, and money, and yet have been forced to
put their liberty, land and their family livelihood at stake. It
is therefore pertinent to mention the issue of cost. During
the litigation, I have made numerous visits to both of them
and every time both asked me if they had to go to the Court
again, and if the cases were going to end soon, would they
be able to farm in their land, or would they have to go to jail,
how much more money will it take? All these questions have
made me realize how people who are forced to fight using
the rules created by others feel and the stake they have to
put in is entirely concerned with their survival including;
1. Land which has been inherited from their ancestors
and has been used to earn their living until now is
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being used as incriminating evidence against them. It
is very likely that it will be taken away if the Appeals
Court ask them to leave their land.
2. Liberty is being restricted and might be deprived
if they lose the case in the Court since the
charges against them can result in either a fine or
imprisonment. When they were first arrested and
while fighting in the Lower Court, both used to be held
in custody for two weeks each as their bail requests
were denied. It took them to find more guarantors
and to borrow more money to place as deposit that
they were granted a provisional release. They even
have to cross their fingers if the Court will hand them
down imprisonment term. Both have to shoulder the
burden for over three years until the Appeals Court
eventually ruled that no imprisonment would be
imposed on them.
3. Entailing expense that has incurred as a result of
the litigation including bail money, travel and food
expense, document, lawyers, etc. Both cases cost (at
least) 199,000 baht with the following breakdown;
• Travel and food expense for Ms. Naw Haymui and
Mr. Di Paepho and the guarantors, 5,000 baht x 12
trips = 60,000 baht
• Bail money 43,000 baht
• Document 1,000 baht
• Lawyer expense 80,000 baht
• Coordination and travel of expert witnesses 15,000
baht
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Luckily, the villagers have not abandoned each
other and they have organized two fundraising events
whereas travel expense has been written off by NGOs
and the lawyers take care part of their own travel
expense.
4. Food to feed their family for one entire year has been
lost after their arrest since both Ms. Naw Haymui and
Mr. Di Paepho can no longer grow anything. They
have to buy their food from the market all year round.
By a rough estimate, it could amount to ten buckets
of rice which cost 15,000 baht excluding other
vegetables regularly grown by them including lettuce,
cucumber, potato, chili, etc.
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Human rights lawyers and access to justice process of
the marginalized
In various aspects, human rights lawyers
adopt a unique approach and role different from other
lawyers since the cases they handle bear distinctive
characteristics and goals. An analysis of the cases
against Ms. Naw Haymui and Mr. Di Paepho can be
expounded as follows;
1. In these cases, the villagers were not treated fairly
by the law or state officials and private sector.
They often become an accused or a victim finding
themselves vulnerable in terms of the law, money
and personnel.
2. The lawyers have visited the site to investigate
facts and to interact with the villagers. An
emphasis has been given to forging cooperation
with the villagers who bear with the same
predicament. They have to analyze the structure
of the problems and the phenomenon that affect
villagers who live in the same circumstances
as their clients as well as to garner cooperation
from the villagers to figure out ways to solve the
problems in a long run.
3. During the court hearing, an attempt has been
made to create a learning process to share
experience for both the clients and other villagers.
Even though, they might lose the case in the end,
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but it will have helped the villagers to undergo
a genuine learning process and to realize the
structural problems or to solve the problems at
their root causes.
4. Litigation approach, we have acknowledged the
facts as alleged by the public prosecutor, but
asserted our legal rights. An emphasis is placed
on a larger legitimacy of the law, rather than to
win through legal technicalities. Even though
previous cases have been lost, but we have to be
determined and courageous to explore other valid
reasons in our defense in order to set out a good
and fair legal precedent and the interpretation of
the law. And it has to be understood and accepted
by all parties including the lawyers, the clients, the
villagers and supporting organizations.
5. Rather than just serving the protection of
the client’s rights, the lawyering should also
comply with the strategies of the individuals and
organizations involved. The strategies should
bring about overall social impact or could have led
to changes in the enforcement and interpretation
of the law in light of human rights principle. In
the case against Ms. Naw Haymui, apart from
protecting her individual rights, it was aimed at
engendering a verdict that sets out a new legal
precedent to uphold the right to rotational farming
as well.
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Jurisprudence on Community Rights in Thailand
In Thailand, despite the movement for community
right has started since late 1980’s, but the first law to
recognize “community right” was not promulgated
until 1997. The provision was made as part of the 1997
Constitution in Section 46 amidst the call from academics
and villagers over their demand for the right to land and
community forest management as the existing laws on land,
water, and forest failed to respond to the realities in Thailand
and were ineffective. Later, the Constitution of the Kingdom
of Thailand B.E. 2550 further provides for community right.
This time, there was some evolution as more detail has been
added up to recognize community right as well as the rights
of local community and indigenous community. The law
was made to reflect that they are a group of people with the
shared purposes to conduct activities to uphold community
right and the rights of local community and indigenous
community, separate from individual rights.
An academic shares an opinion that
“The 2007 Constitution provides for a rather
succinct and comprehensive concept of community
right responding to sociological and anthropological
narratives regarding the management of collective
right rather than the management of individual right
such as in the past. It reflects very well lessons
learned from conflicts between the state and people
in the past and previous failure in the management of
natural resources by the state.”
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Nevertheless, since the adoption of the 2007
Constitution, there has been no candid court verdict which
can be used to make a comparison. But during the time the
1997 Constitution was in place and the term “community
right” was not included in the Constitution, in cases whereby
the defendants claimed to have occupied and farmed in
the land prior to the declaration of protected area, the court
verdicts can be divided into two categories including (1) the
court acquits the defendants citing a lack of intent and (2)
the court finds the defendants guilty since the area has been
declared protected the defendants cannot cite a lack of legal
knowledge as their defense.
1. Supreme Court Judgement no. 274/2531: The
Governor has publicly posted a copy of the Ministerial
Regulation and an annex map to declare to the
villagers that the forest which has been occupied by
the defendants is part of the National Forest Reserve.
As the defendants are aware of the announcement
and have not exerted their right to stay in the
protected area within 90 days since the Ministerial
Regulation became effective, and even though the
defendants have built their houses and lived there
before, it has to be assumed that the defendants
want to abdicate their right or interest in the land as
per the 1964 National Forest Reserve’s Section 12
first paragraph and the defendants have no right to
occupy the land. Since the District Chief Officer has
ordered demolition of the houses and the defendants
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defied the order and continued to occupy the land,
their act can be construed as an attempt to have
caused deterioration to the National Forest Reserve
since the land has been turned into a residential area
and no longer kept in its pristine condition. Thus, the
act of the defendants is found a breach of the 1964
National Forest Reserve’s Section 14.
2. Supreme Court Judgement no. 5663/2533: Based
on the evidence, it could not be established that the
defendants were aware that the crime scene was part
of the National Forest Reserve and thus the act of
the defendants was found to have no intent and not
a violation of the 1964 National Forest Reserve Act’s
Sections 14 and 31.
Later, Section 46 of the 1997 Constitution provides
for the definition of “community right” and the concept
has been preserved and developed further in the 2007
Constitution, which provides for it in its Sections 66 and 67.
Nevertheless, no verdict has been made by the Supreme
Court on a similar case even though the villagers used to
testify and have their witnesses give evidence in a similar
vein. For example, the verdict of the Provincial Court of
Chiang Mai in the Red Case no. 3860/ 2544 on 26th July
2001 on possession of forbidden woods. In the case, the
public prosecutor indicted Mr. Mongkol Rakyingprasert (an
indigenous Karen) on possessing pinewood, which was
classified as Class A forbidden wood according to the 1987
State Decree of Forbidden Wood. The defendant argued that
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the cutting of the wood had been done in compliance with
the community right belonging to a traditional community
and is fundamentally provided for by the 1997 Constitution’s
Section 46 since he had requested for permission from the
Village Committee and had received the permission in order
to use the wood from the village’s Community Forest to
build his house and not for sale. The request made to the
Village Committee was not made in written form since it is
a long held traditional practice of the community and it took
him two years to cut the pinewood using his spare time
after farm work. The cutting had gradually been done and
witnessed by the whole community.
The Provincial Court of Chiang Mai found the
defendant guilty for illegal possession of processed
pinewood and sentenced him to eight months, which was
reduced by one fourth to six months and had it suspended
for two years. The Court has failed to invoke the right as
provided for by the Constitution’s Section 46 and gave no
other explanation.
In fact, since 1997, there have been a few cases
whereby application and interpretation of community right
prescribed for by the Constitution have been tried, particularly
in the Administrative Court and the Constitutional Court.
Nevertheless, it should be noted that all cases in which
the Court upheld or protected the right and participation
of community have stemmed from the litigations initiated
by the villagers for the Court to stop an action or to act to
prevent or cope with potential damages which were slated
to be inflicted on the community and the environment. None
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of the verdicts upholds the right of the community and
individuals to utilize natural resources and the environment
including the practice of rotational farming.
For example, the Supreme Administrative Court in the
plaint no. 586/2009, aka the “Map Ta Pud” case, have made a
ruling by invoking and interpreting the Constitution that “the
Constitution is the supreme law of the land and becomes
automatically effective since promulgation. State organs
are not allowed to claim a lack of enabling statutory laws
regarding its procedure and conditions as an excuse to not
uphold the constitutional rights.”
In this case, the Stop Global Warming Association
and 43 local villagers living around the Map Ta Pud industrial
complex sued the National Environmental Board and others,
altogether eight persons for approving and giving permission
to 76 projects or activities operated in the Map Ta Pud and
adjacent area even though the implementation has failed
to comply with conditions set forth in Section 67 paragraph
two of the 2007 Constitution. No effort has been made to
study the impact on the quality of environment and people’s
health in the community and no public hearing process to
obtain the opinion of people and interested parties has been
held, including to allow independent organization, consisting
of representatives from private environmental and health
organizations and representatives from higher education
institutions providing education in environmental, natural
resource or health to express their contributory opinions prior
to the operation of such a project or activity. The villagers
feared that projects will seriously affect the community in the
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quality of environment, natural resource, and health. But the
defendants have failed to act in compliance with Section 67
paragraph two of the Constitution
The Supreme Administrative Court ruled that “The
rights of individuals as provided for in Section 67 of the 2007
Constitution have to be upheld. That there is no statutory
laws to spell out the procedure, conditions and methods to
exercise the rights cannot be cited as an excuse for the state
to avoid their duties to uphold the rights since in principle, the
application and interpretation of the law and the purpose of
the Constitution which is the supreme law of the land shall
become effective automatically even without any enabling
law to provide for detail of the implementation.
In this case, the Constitutional Court used to rule in
the decision no,. 3/2552 since 19th March 2009 regarding
the 1992 Enhancement and Conservation of National
Environmental Quality Act that “the 2007 Constitution
aims to provide for the rights and freedom in the
Constitution and they become effective immediately as
soon as the Constitution has got endorsed without having
to wait until enabling statutory laws have been enforced”.
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Ethnicity and access to justice
The laws give importance to the protection of
fundamental rights in justice process including the right
to bail, the right to have lawyer free of charge, the right
to refrain from testifying against oneself, the right to have
interpretation, etc. A defendant is entitled to these rights
since the time of arrest, at the inquiry level, at the public
prosecutor level and at the trial and all these rights are
prescribed in the Constitution and Criminal Procedure
Code.
Nevertheless, defendants have often had
no ways to exercise the rights as a result of the
defendants themselves, or the officials including the
public prosecutor and the judge. Otherwise, there
are regulations which impede access to the rights of
the defendant and they will likely see no justice in the
process. It is even more difficult if the defendant is an
ethnic person and the cases against Ms. Naw Haymui
and Mr. Di Paepho highlight the point. Some lessons,
which can be drawn from the cases, are as follows;
1. As the defendants had no understanding and
could not communicate in Thai, they did not
understand on what charges they were arrested,
how the arrest was recorded, and they could not
explain to the arresting officers. Given the lack of
communication, the officials simply recorded that
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the adjacent land also belonged to the defendants
and without understood, defendants simply
printed their fingers to accept the arrest records.
They still had not much idea when they were
indicted with the Court. They simply compiled
with any documents handed to them, and even
certified the confessions of their guilt.
2. Many conditions have been set to prevent bail.
Even though the Criminal Procedure Code
provides that “bail should to be the rule rather
than exception” and even prescribes that
a person can be bailed out without placing
money. But in these cases, they were forced to
deposit a full amount of 200,000 baht and the
guarantors including the TAO members, Village
Chief (Kamnan), and Village Headmen have to be
related to the defendants. It has simply impeded
the opportunity and incurred burden in the
defense of themselves. It is very difficult that a
highlander can manage to find 200,000 baht and
place it as surety. Otherwise, they have to get their
relatives who are government officers to bail them
out and of course most of the highlanders have
little chance to serve in the government.
3. The expense incurred to defend oneself is huge. In
average a case like this would cost 200,000 baht
including travel expense, food, document, lawyer
fee, etc. For an ethnic person who earns oneself
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by farming, collecting produce from the forest
and working as hired labor, it is a surmounting
challenge. For some of them, they have never
earned the entire amount of money in their life.
But given that the cases against them are real,
they have to struggle in order to be released.
4. The lawyers have visited the site to investigate
facts and to interact with the villagers. An
emphasis has been given to forging cooperation
with the villagers who bear with the same
predicament. They have to analyze the structure
of the problems and the phenomenon that affect
villagers who live in the same circumstances
as their clients as well as to garner cooperation
from the villagers to figure out ways to solve the
problems in a long run.
5. During the court hearing, an attempt has been
made to create a learning process to share
experience for both the clients and other villagers.
Even though, they might lose the case in the end,
6. No lawyer to give counseling and to represent
the defendants, even though the law requires
that a lawyer must be provided free of charge
to a defendant who needs it. But in reality, the
defendants are not aware of the right and in these
cases, Ms. Naw Haymui and Mr. Di Paepho have
not exercised the right as they were not aware of
it.
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Rotational Farming:
Towards a Pluralistic
Understanding

A unique aspect of the Mae Omki trials was the
involvement of academics who worked with the lawyers
and helped them to understand the Karen way of living as
well as gave evidence before the courts. It was one of the
rare trials where social scientists were invited to share their
knowledge so that one could move beyond the narrow
understanding of law and and examine the issues of the
conflict from pluralistic perspectives. This section presents
the involvement of academics in different stages of the trial.
It also presents their views after the court gave its verdict on
the case.
1. The pretrial: The lawyers have approached and
discussed with academics in social science including
Prof. D. Anand Kanchanaphan and Dr. Pinkaew
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Laungaramsri regarding community right prescribed
for by the Constitution and their research finding on
rotational farming, the issues of which have been
prepared for during the witness examination.
2. During witness examination, Dr. Pinkaew Laungaramsri, a lecturer from the Faculty of Social Science,
Chiang Mai University, who has conducted a research
on rotational farming has been asked to give evidence
on the overview of rotational farming. The defendant
attorney has been given enough time to examine
the witness and to have presented to the Court
documentary evidence prepared by Dr. Pinkaew. In
the case against Ms. Naw Haymui, both the Lower
Court and Appeals Court cited the opinion given by
Dr. Pinkaew Laungaramsri in their decisions that “The
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indigenous Karen has earned her living by practicing
rotational farming and only one crop is planted once
per year and then the farmers would rotate and go
to the next plot of land. They will return to the original
plot later after it has recovered. That the trees were
cut shorter than the existing forest, about a manheight, is to allow the land to replenish itself. Then, the
ruling was made that “It is believed that the defendant
has been utilizing the land by practicing rotational
farming and as a result, she would have assumed
that she had the right to use it as before. Therefore,
her act was without intent and not an offence as
alleged.” Even though, the ruling fails to uphold the
right to practice rotational farming, but it indicates
that the Court acknowledges as social reality that
the local Karen has been living there for a long time
and has been practicing rotational farming since
before the land was declared part of the National
Forest Reserve. It reflects how apart from literal
interpretation of the law, facts are considered in the
adjudication, though they have to be supported by
convincing evidence and have to be adduced through
judicially proper process.
3. In addition, after the ruling was made by the Court,
the academics have expressed their opinions
regarding the litigation through their academic
papers, interviews and public discussions to
recoup the lessons learned and to provide further
recommendation based in the verdict in the case,
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including Prof. Dr. Anand Kanchanaphan, Dr. Pinkaew
Laungaramsri, Dr. Chayant Wattanaputi, Chairperson
of the Chiang Mai University’s Center for Ethnic
Studies and Development (CESD), Dr. Kittisak Prokkati,
Thammasat University, etc.
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Forest and Human:
Issues in Thai Society
Dr. Chayant Wattanaputi

Dr. Chayant Wattanaputi is the Chairperson of the Chiang Mai
University’s Center for Ethnic Studies and Development (CESD).
He presented these views at the inauguration of “Forest and
human: A view toward the verdict and lessons learned from the
verdict on Mae Omki Case”, 20th June 2012, Faculty of Social
Science, Chiang Mai University

I’d like to start from giving you a background as to
how we have become interested to know about how humans
can live in the forest. Once a company was asking for
permission to grow mango plantation covering 400-500 rais
in a forest in San Kam Phaeng district and it was opposed
to by local villagers and teachers. The opposition has given
rise to two things. First, a teacher as one of the core leaders
was shot dead. Later, the perpetrator was brought to justice
and do time in prison. Second, it inspired us lecturers in
social science, law, NGOs, students and the village folk
to collectively explore and study the relations between
humans and forest. In fact, much of the knowledge used
by the state to manage forests at that time was dominated
by Western science. The early batches of forestry experts
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have graduated from Burma, a colonized country in which
British has had a long history of logging concessions. Later
on, our forestry experts have graduated from Europe or the
USA and their approaches were simply focused on the trees,
i.e., how to grow trees just to serve economic purposes.
Therefore, they ended up learning only how to make plant
trees in straight rows, how to maintain the forest, the trees,
and the study of insects which are harmful to the trees, how
to cut and replenish the trees, etc. The kind of knowledge
in forest management could be called the scientific forest
management and it should be noted that such knowledge
ignores social dimension.
Tropical forests such as those in Thailand, first, boast
rich biodiversity, second, they are inhibited by both humans
and animals. But the use of scientific forest management
reflects the state simplification whereby the state treats
everything based on the universal standard and looks at
things as if they all are identical. Similarly, the perspective
is adopted in the policy the state has issued and how they
treat people in society as if everyone is exactly the same.
Particularly, they treat the ethnic highlanders as the same
cluster of people and ignore cultural differences. They
tend to suppose that everyone has been successfully
assimilated into Thai society. They overlook the perception
toward ethnic and cultural distinction and the way of life
long adopted by each of the ethnic groups. The state tends
to simplify everything making it easy to manage the forest.
Therefore, all laws have been issued the same and everyone
is supposed to live under the same law. Similarly to how they
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manage forests, they tend to prefer trees grown in straight
rows making it easy to cut and enabling them to get a large
volume of wood at the minimal cutting costs. If it is a forest
rich of biodiversity, they will try to identify trees which are
economically valuable such as teak, Kylia kerii Craib & Hutch,
Pterocarpus macrocarpus Kurz, and others. It has not just
happened in Thailand, but in Europe as well. It happens
in Germany’s Black Forest, a large and well known forest,
or forests in England. If one observes well, one will find the
forests have been managed by modern science. Trees with
less economic values have been removed and replaced by
trees with high economic values. Now, the Department of
National Park adopts a policy to cut vines treating them as
non-tree and valueless, while the village folk know the value
of the vines, i.e., they drink from the vines and some vines
have medicinal value. Thus, forest management approaches
have been adapted to suit the perspective of the state
making everything easy and convenient for management
and ignoring the fact that humans live with the forests.
We have made an effort to explore how humans live
in the forest and it sheds light on us that in order to maintain
a rich and lush forest, we cannot simply treat it as trees, but
overlook its forest nature. We cannot just see all the plants
without seeing the whole natural habitat. With that kind of
perspective, no forest management can be implemented and
people who have been living in the forest will find their lives
even more miserable. Therefore, we have launched a series
of research on community forest around 1992-1995, and
it has led to the movement demanding community forest
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and the drafting of the Community Forest Bill with an aim to
develop a forest law which reflects the reality and the way of
life that provides for mutual existence with the forest. It has
also led to extensive debate about how humans should live
in the forests and the importance to explore local wisdom
which shows how based on the local way of life, humans
can live in the forest without destroying it. More studies have
been further done on community right, or collective rights,
as called by academics. In other word, the village folk have
made an unwritten agreement regarding their collective
ownership and the idea could in fact be found in our existing
ancient laws.
Not just in Thailand, but in Sweden, Norway and
Europe, the respect for collective right or common property
has been there among ethnic groups including the native
people in Australia, or the Indian Americans, etc. Each of the
groups has adopted the concept of common property based
on customary law which recognizes common ownership.
But it does not mean that there is just one agreement on
how to use the resources. In certain societies, apart from
the customary laws providing for the right of the persons
eligible to use the forest resources, they also have the laws
providing for people to help to take care of the resources
and to prevent outsiders from using them. It is academically
pertinent as to how to nurture more understanding in
common property and the common property concept has
to be institutionalized and supported by an agreement
which indicates that everyone accepts the right of common
property and no one is allowed to take as much as one
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wants. (For students, you have get to read papers by Garret
Harding on ”The tragedy of the commons”). There must be a
clear agreement. Some schools believe it is necessary for the
state to get involved including the Royal Forest Department
(RFD) to be in charge of the resource management without
which a tragedy can happen.
But the problem is our existing forest laws do not
recognize common property, but tend to give importance
to individual property. In 1997, an important Constitution
was drafted and a process was provided for people to get
involved in the drafting process of the law. A number of
lecturers here including me have had a chance in drafting
the law that reflected the needs of the villagers and how the
Constitution can be used. The idea of community right was
included in one paragraph in Section 46 and we used the
term the right of traditional community. We reckoned the
fact that our brothers and sisters, the Karen, for example,
have been traditionally using the resources and how to get
them to have the right and be involved in the management of
their own resources. After the Constitution was promulgated
and came into force in 1997, no organic laws have been
drafted to enable the constitutional clauses. And the RFD
insisted that the existing forest laws were still applicable.
They claimed that even though the supreme law like the
Constitution has been promulgated, but no organic laws
have been issued to implement it. The RFD has insisted
since 1997 until now that the forest laws are more important.
This also reflects conflicts in our society since there was
no keen interest to invoke the Constitution. Meanwhile,
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the Courts tend to adhere to the existing laws in their
adjudication, while among us, we deem that the judiciary,
the Courts should have a mechanism to explore and come
to term with social and cultural reality. It is difficult here
since the Courts act in behalf of the state and tend to think
the same line by treating everything as If they are the same.
Thus, they do not recognize ethnic differences, Karen, Mabri,
Mani, etc., even though these people have lived for so long
in the forest and have the knowledge. They are not forest
destroyers.
Therefore, the current Thai laws fail to embrace
social and cultural dimension. Despite an effort to move and
address the problem, it cannot be solved in time to cope with
the current situation. Therefore, we have developed a team
of lawyers to help the marginalized, the villagers facing the
arrest. But communication with the Court still needs to be
bridged. As for the case of Mae Omki forest, while the trials
were ongoing, I believe that the Center for Protection and
Recovery of Local Community right (CPRLCR) and other
NGOs were involved and giving help to them.
That Ajahn Anand (Prof. Dr. Anand Kanchanaphan)
and Ajahn Pinkaew (Asst. Prof. Dr. Pinkaew Laungaramsri)
have conducted research on rotational farming and
pointed out that rotational farming was not destructive to
the forest helps to debunk the long held myth. We need
to be very sensitive on the issue. How can we help those
in the justice process to come to term with the concept of
rotational farming which is now being viewed by the state as
destructive to the forest?
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As the trials were ongoing, the Court agreed to
take research evidence and the Lower Court ruled that the
villagers did not commit an offence. But at the Appeals Court,
the verdict can be overturned. We need to question the way
of thinking of the Court again and see how they look at the
relations between humans and forest. And without humans,
how can forests survive? And has the justice process
authoritatively understood social and cultural context? There
should be more discussion on these points. I by no means
say that the Court should not be respected. But since we
are from academia, we want to explore and understand the
way of life of the villagers and their natural resources. The
forum today is therefore very important. As the Ministry of
Culture came up with an idea to declare a “special cultural
zone” which has been approved by the cabinet on 3rd August
2010, it is another effort to acknowledge that people with
diverse ethnicity have different cultural traits. Therefore, the
management of forest and resources has to be based on
respect of the fundamental rights and way of life of the local
folk. Through the mechanisms and forums, lawyers, social
scientists and villagers to get to learn and gather enough
information to raise social awareness. We hope that one day
the law will be changed, if the law is not change, the policy
of the Royal Forest Department will change. A forest with
humans to preserve it cannot survive and we would not want
to situation to get boiled down to that. Thank you everyone
for organizing and participating in the event today.
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A comment on
Mae Omki verdicts
Prof. Dr. Anand Kanchanaphan

He presented these views at the conference on “Forest and
human: A view toward the verdict and lessons learned from the
verdict on Mae Omki Case”, 20th June 2012, Faculty of Social
Science, Chiang Mai University

A sense of jubilation reigned briefly after the Lower
Court delivered its verdict. We felt that it was one of the
first times that the Court has started to listen to different
evidence, particularly findings from academic research and
not to judge just from the text of the law. Major findings
have been made to prove that rotational farming has been
practiced widely in forests in the North and it has been
part of their way of life. I was thrilled that the Court heard
different sources of evidence and it seemed the research
was given weight since it was conducted with funding from
a governmental agency, the Ministry of Agriculture and
Agricultural Cooperatives, and the paper was treated on the
same par as a government’s document. At the least, the
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Court appeared to listen to other sources of evidence and the
points were well reflected in the verdict of the Lower Court.
But when another verdict was delivered by the
Appeals Court, it was like we have returned to the past. The
Court insisted that even the cabinet resolution could not
be cited as evidence. It appeared the Court adjudicated by
sticking solely to the juristic principle. But the waiver of the
law as suggested in the cabinet resolution does not mean
the law can be forsaken. The cabinet resolution simply states
that blunt legal enforcement should not be used instantly
since it will give rise to other problems and suffering of the
people. Political measures should be issued to immediately
address the needs of the people. Unfortunately, the Court
seems to stick solely to the juristic principle. It clearly
indicates how in the Thai bureaucratic system and our
governance system, each of the agencies simply performs
its job without much coordination and without listening
properly to different views. I think that approach will certainly
give rise to problems as a justice process itself is not meant
to exclusively enforce the law.
A justice process should help to settle a dispute and
to address the needs or to mitigate a conflict. It seems the
essence of the law has been misunderstood. The existence
of jurisprudence is to serve justice. And anything that serves
a just cause should help to reduce problems or to prevent
conflicts among people. It has to be enforced based on
fairness. Therefore, any law or provision which fails to serve
justice cannot be enforceable. In my view, the decision
made by the Appeals Court reflects how other sources of
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information have not been heeded to and it contravenes the
jurisprudent concept or philosophy that a judgment should
elicit justice and it should not be just a decision to serve
the purpose of the text of the law. Otherwise, what would
be any use of the law? If the purpose or objective of the law
to preserve justice and to address the needs of people is
skipped, it indicates how one is not even aware of the goal
for the legal enforcement. If the Court rules this way, the
question is what is the use of having the Court? This is some
reflection and views based on social science principles.
Now the law is being used to exploit people who
share the same culture. Personally, I find that it has stemmed
from ethnic biases. The Court has its biases toward ethnic
people, and the more ignorant, the more powerless, and the
more marginalized a person is, the more likely one will be
subject to exploitation. In fact, in this case, the Court should
decide in favor of the defendants as reflected in the verdict
of the Lower Court. Given that no existing law provide for
the excuse, the Court has resorted to use the term “a lack of
intent” in order to at certain extent give benefit of the doubt
to the defendants. In my view, if we do not really understand
what others are doing, a benefit of the doubts should then
be given to the defendant. But it seems the Appeals Court
heeded to nothing. It is crucially important to review how the
justice process treats people from a different culture. It is
important for us in social science and our work is concerned
with the study of ethnicity based on the premises that all
people in Thailand do not belong to the same culture.
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Therefore, toward people with diverse cultural traits,
how can we apply the law that deals with the average person
or the majority of people in order to not bring about biases
based on ethnicity? But nowadays, it seems that Court has
failed to recognize ethnic differences and does not apply
it in their adjudication. And it has failed to enforce the law
in order to elicit justice and to enhance mutual existence of
the people. It indicates clearly why a number of sufferings
have been happening with people in all sectors in society.
The enforcement of the law must be sensitive to cultural
differences. How can we enable the justice process to
respond better to the cultural sensitivities? If the Court
continues to make a decision in the same vein, it will certainly
bring about a great havoc.
In addition, I find the existing applicable law tends to
exploit and degrade people from different culture. Given that
they live in their tradition, we must recognize the tradition
when making and decision. People in other subcultures
have their rules which they might not call law, but they may
call them a tradition, a culture, a creed, etc. In my view, the
Thai justice process must start from trying to come to term
with the existing rule or law adopted in these subcultures. It
will ensure justice based on social reality. Right now, there
is only justice based solely on legal principle. And I think as
long as we stick to the kind of justice based solely on legal
principle, it will bring about many problems since the law has
been legislated by the central government or the Parliament.
Certain laws have been promulgated by the coup makers
and they cannot be revoked.
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The Court must heed to a cabinet resolution,
but whether it will agree with it or not is another matter.
They cannot simply brush it aside claiming it not a legal
instrument. The crux of the matter is, this is not merely
a conflict stemming from either public administration or
political science. The problem is multifaceted. If we simply
stick to legal arguments in the Court and have the settlement
made only among lawyers, the problems and the conflicts
between the lawyers and people in other sciences will
continue. We cannot allow the exclusive use of the law to
make a decision. Then, what can we do further?
It seems all the laws have been legislated by the
Parliament and if we continue to only the laws promulgated
by the Parliament, a case like this one will continue unabated.
We need a more comprehensive solution. It has led us to
think why don’t we have local ordinance and with locally
agreed agreements, a case like this can be solved? At least,
the local village chief (Kamnan) or Village Headmen should
have a record of the farmland in their villages and produce a
map accompanying the local ordinance. A written agreement
should be made and kept as evidence. When a villager is
caught, he or she can produce the document to the Court
explaining to them that an agreement has been made like
this. But whether the Court will listen or not is another matter.
But at least, we have some evidence which can be presented
to the Court. The current law provides for the role of the
Tambon Administration Organization (TAO) to have power
over the management of natural resources. Therefore, the
TAOs also have power over forest resources, not just the
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Royal Forest Department (RFD) or the Department National
Park that have power over the land.
If we can exert the importance of the local agreement
and apply it from the village to the TAO level, it will carry more
weight. If there is a legal conflict, not a personal conflict, it
should be resolved though legal arguments and the villagers
should not be made a victim of the conflict. Right now, the
villagers have become a victim of opaque law enforcement in
Thailand without heeding to other sources of evidence. And
the law reflects the conflicts of power at the local level and
national level, even at the regional level. If we can expand the
concept of local ordinance beyond one TAO, if we can make
it applicable to the whole river basin, it will set out clearly
which part of the forest the RFD has no power over and
which part of the forest shall be subject to the power of local
organizations and the local agreement. Doing this will help
the local agreement carry more weight and can be used as
evidence.
This is not just a personal dream of mine, but an
important vision in social science. It is about an important
concept which can be called local governance whereby
locality is given the power to make its own decision and
to determine its future, not to let in intervention by the
government or the judiciary. This is different from a murder
case. Until now, there has been such an effort to some
areas similar to how we have made an attempt to apply
Legal pluralism to prevent a monopolistic enforcement of
law. Legal pluralism or local governance is a social science
concept and can be applied to address the situation in
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which the degrading law has been used. It clicks on me why
don’t we apply the concept and advocate the idea making
it practical? Whether or not it will be feasible is something
that we can struggle to prove. Otherwise, we would not have
any idea how far Thai society can benefit from it. We need
to know how feasible to have a set of rules developed from
the bottom up. And an increasing effort should be made to
preserve the way of life and cultural diversity. Awareness
should be raised that Thai society is not homogeneous as
we arbitrarily suppose, but there are a lot of diversities inside.
Without this notion and with the continuation of the justice
process based on what I call “monolithic culture”, we cannot
go anywhere. The system that exists now simply bases itself
on the centralization of power.
This concept has long been embraced in the West
and a series of publications have been made. They write that
we have to recognize cultural diversity and they even write
it in their law. For example, in Canada, the National Park law
provides that no one is allowed to cut trees or hunt inside
the National Park, unless the person can prove that he or
she belongs to an ethnic group and has been living there
before. Such law recognizes cultural and ethnic diversity. And
the notion can be translated into a law and is enforceable.
Without writing such a law, how can we call our country a
developed nation?
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The Judiciary, Justice
Process and People
Asst. Prof. Dr. Pinkaew Laungaramsri
26 June 2012, 10:56 am
Prachatham News

In the past several years and most legal disputes
between the state and investors vs. the village folk regarding
natural resources and the forests, the cases have often
ended up with villagers being found guilty and sentenced to
prison terms, albeit suspended. Lately, in the cases against
landless farmers in Lampoon, the forestry officials and
investors vs. the villagers, the Supreme Court sentenced a
villager leader to one-year imprisonment as he has led the
movement against unjust occupation of land by the rich
people. Similarly, in Mae Omki Case, it was a legal dispute
between forestry officials and the Karen villagers and the
Appeals Court found the villagers guilty of encroaching
protected area and for deforestation, though a suspended jail
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term was given. Prior to that, the Lower Court did not find the
villagers guilty and acquitted them.
That the Higher Courts including the Appeals Court
and the Supreme Court tend to make a decision unfavorable
to the villagers most of whom are poor and powerless people
and have distinctive livelihood and culture from the culture
of Thai middle class has raised a question about the justice
process in Thailand and the roles of the judiciary to ensure
justice for society and the people. As an anthropologist, the
author has been asked to testify as witness by the Karen
villagers in Karen in Mae Omki Case as they were accused by
the forestry officials for encroaching and causing harm to the
forest. I have at least four observations to make regarding
the trial process. It seems to me the current justice system
tends to uphold power of the state rather than protecting the
rights of marginalized people in most legal disputes between
the state and investors vs. the people.
1. Reducing structural problems to merely legal
technical issues
Most of the legal disputes over land and forest issues
are not between private parties, but between the state and
an individual, between the state and community/people,
between the investors and the marginalized including the
cases of Mae Omki in which the Karen in Mae Hong Son
have been farming in their land for generations prior to the
announcement of National Forest Reserve over the land. As
a result of the law, apart from being deprived of the ancestral
right to the land, the villagers have found themselves being
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arrested by the forestry officials for encroaching on National
Forest Reserve. On the Lampoon land case, landless
peasants have occupied the land privately owned. Much of
the land has been obtained through illegal means and been
abandoned and unutilized. All these cases reflect social
injustices bigger than just a personal dispute. They indicate
unequal access to resources or unfair distribution of land
making the poor suffer. And the structural problems have
been reduced to merely legal technical issues and become
trials in the Court. As the structural problem and unfair power
relations based on complicated context have been reduced
to just legal issues, the problems are simply treated as a
“crime” and the villagers often find themselves an alleged
offender, a “criminal” and sued mostly by the state.
As the Court and justice process have become merely
a platform to review legal technical issues, social, cultural,
political and economic aspects of the problems have been
excluded. The prosecutors, the state, tend to criminalize
and base their assumption on “empirical evidence” without
understanding that by simply taking nominal evidence, it
could have significantly contributed to misunderstanding the
issue. It happened to me personally when I gave evidence
to the Court in the Mae Omki Case. The public prosecutor
showed me a picture of razed land with a few stumps and
asked me to confirm if this land was a forest before, and now
it has been cleared as indicated by the tree stumps in the
back. That I was asked with a question of yes or not based
on the clueless evidence could give rise to severely distorted
fact. Thus, I tried to avoid answering the public prosecutor’s
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question, and instead explained background of what has
happened that the area is not a forest, but a place for
rotational farming. The villagers clear the land and grow rice
for one year and then leave it to grow as a secondary forest.
They will return to the land after it has been replenished and
suitable for farming again. The way of life has been adopted
by the highlanders for a long time, and thus it was not an act
of deforestation.
Interestingly, my explanation about how the tree
stomps have been made failed to capture the attention of
the public prosecutor. And even though the Lower Court cited
information about rotational farming in its verdict to dismiss
the cases, but the public prosecutor decided to appeal
the case and in the verdict by the Appeals Court, which
completely overturned the verdict of the Lower Court, the
whole chunk on rotational farming was left out. The verdict
of the Appeals Court reflected an attempt to invoke forest
laws simply to criminalize an offender. Similarly, in the case
of Lampoon land, all efforts were geared toward acquiring
empirical evidence to prove the act of encroachment on
privately owned land, without considering if the land has
been obtained legitimately or not. Under such adjudication,
no room was provided to comprehend the issue at the
structural level. No chance was given to the explanation of
the problems at the structural level.
2. Outdated law
It is known that a number of Thai laws are outdated
and fail to respond to the changing situation and time. A
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number of the legal instruments have been inherited from
the colonial time during which the laws were copied from
neighboring countries including the Forest Act and the 1964
National Forest Reserve Act. Both of them were written
to control and consolidate central power with the state to
manage natural resources and to exclude traditional right to
resources belonging to the people. Since promulgation, the
laws have resulted in the announcement of the state power
over the land and forest used to belong to the community
prior to the enactment of the laws. Thus, the laws have
given rise to the problems and conflicts between the state
and people for decades. Meanwhile, Thailand’s land laws
tend to protect the rights of private owners. There are
very few laws that recognize cultural diversity of people in
society and geared toward harboring equal access to the
resources of various populations. It has led to unfair gaps
of rights in society. Nevertheless, in the midst of the legal
restriction, the Constitution tends to be the only glimmer of
hope. For example, Sections 66 and 67 recognize the right
of community to preserve their customs, local traditional
knowledge, arts or good culture of their community in the
management, maintenance, preservation and exploitation
of natural resources and environment. It should be noted
that the Sections have not been invoked in trials. The Court
tends to adhere to outdated laws using them as a basis of
their adjudication. With such an approach, villagers and the
community have become vulnerable and unable to find
any assurance to protect their rights. As the Constitutional
framework that bestows power on the people has been
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skipped, it leads to the perpetuation of power inequality in
society under the outdated laws, which fail to protect the
rights of the poor.
3. An ignorance of the Court
Having given evidence in the Mae Omki Case, the
author has discovered at least two major facts. First, apart
from accurate interpretation of the legal text, the Court barely
shows any other knowledge about society and culture. They
are unaware of the way of life and various ethnic groups.
Thus, they have no idea that as a result of the outdated
laws, protected area has been declared over the farmland
of the villagers. They have no idea about rotational farming,
or community right, etc. In the same vein, the Court has no
idea that much of the land in this country has been subject to
land grabbing by a handful of rich people. Such land hoarding
has been largely conducted illegally and illegitimately. They
have no idea how landless peasants have got organized and
occupied the land simply because of the injustice done to
them and that the state has never helped them.
Second, apart from narrow understanding about
society and pluralism, the hearing process itself hardly
provides for the s of evidence regarding social and cultural
knowledge. An emphasis is simply given to legal evidence.
Despite having its ‘Green Bench’, the Court has no special
division to deal with community right even though there are
a number of such cases which greatly affect the livelihood
of the community. This takes me by surprise. From the
experience in other countries, taking evidence from cultural
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experts including an anthropologist is regularly appreciated
and practiced, particularly in countries with progressive
justice system including the USA, Canada, and Australia,
since it helps the Court to comprehend more well-rounded
aspects of the case. It also ensures fair protection of the
rights of people with diverse cultures. But such practice is not
available in Thailand’s justice process.
A lack of knowledge and mechanisms to take
evidence from social and community experts has become
a major stumbling block in Thailand’s justice process. On
one hand, it narrows down the hearing approach by simply
focusing on determining the right or the wrong based solely
on the text of the law without considering if the existing law
is unfair and dominates the existing tradition and culture of
the community and the right to benefit from resources by
public. Such ignorance has made the Court fail to question
and be curious. They fail to analyze from a more complex
perspective and to grasp irregularities of the case. Since the
Court adhere chiefly to the legal text and since the law has
not been drafted to protect community right of the rights
of the poor since the beginning, people have often found
themselves vulnerable in most cases tried.
4. Upholding the power of the state and the privileged
One interesting thing about the Mae Omki Case
is it is perhaps the first time in history of the trials that the
Lower Court has taken evidence from an anthropologist. As
a defendant witness, the author was asked to give evidence
on rotational farming and the information is included in the
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decision made by the Lower Court. By communicating and
listening directly to such information during the hearing, it
should help to raise the awareness of the Court regarding
disputes between the Karens and forestry officials to some
extent. But it surprises me that the verdict of the Appeals
Court fails to include any information and evidence given by
anthropologists and it clearly emphasizes the legal text. And
as a result, the Appeals Court overturned the verdict made by
the Lower Court.
The intent of the Appeals Court aside, that the Court
has failed to take other evidence adduced by the Lower
Court, particularly academic research regarding the culture
and way of life as well as customary rights of the community,
and the result was simply the upholding of unjust law of the
state and the upholding of the power of the power that be in
society. But it has also further entrenched conflicts between
the state and people.
The Thai judiciary tends to adhere to outdated
law and jurisprudence when making a decision on cases
regarding community right. A lack of internal mechanism
and process within the justice system has made it fail
to recognize intricate and complicated nature of social
problems and the nemesis of the rights of the state and
private sector vs. the customary rights of the community.
The judiciary has been kept as the sole instrument to
dissolve dispute between the state and private sectors and
the community. It has given rise to a precarious direction
as far as the assurance of the rights of the marginalized is
concerned. While an effort is being made in Thailand to
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explore ways to over political and economic inequalities,
most of the verdicts made by the higher courts in cases
concerning community and the poor have impeded the
effort and moved in an opposite direction. It indicates that
the current Thai judiciary lacks the ability and is ineffective to
help resolve conflicts in society. Instead, it has exacerbated
the existing conflicts.
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Land-forest law and
community right
at the global level
and as appeared
in the Constitution
Mr. Thanathorn Thananond

Human Rights Lawyers Association (HRLA)

“Community right” is a right in the third wave, the
era in which the rights of the people, collectives and society
are founded on Article 1 of the International Covenant on
Civil and Political Rights, which provides for the “right to
self-determination in terms of economic, social and cultural
development and based on the interdependence basis by
merging personal and public interests in order to set out
a development policy. All these rights have been fulfilled
as a result of demand made by developing nations which
are being deprived of their economic benefits and natural
resources by the colonialist countries”.1 Community right
Wichai Srirat, “Evolution of Human Rights” in “Human Rights and Rights
and Freedom of Thai People”, Nonthaburi (Sukhothai Thammathirat
University Publishing House, 2000)
1
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is therefore founded on interdependence of the state
and individuals and affects the country in all aspects of
development in the direction toward respect for human
rights”.
Among international human rights instruments,
the provisions which best promote community right is the
African Charter on Human and Peoples’ Rights, aka Banjul
Charter which has been declared officially in 1981. Though
containing various conflicting clauses, but essentially, it
emphasizes the value of African culture2 and it is the first
human rights treaty to emphasize people’s rights and apart
from stressing individual rights, it provides for the rights of
the collectives as well.
In addition, there is also the World Council of
Indigenous People (WCIP)’s Declaration of Principles, which
provides for ways to preserve culture, tradition, various
institutions of the indigenous people.3
Also, according to meeting minutes of the
International Commission of Jurists (ICJ) on rural
development and human rights in Southeast Asia, the right
is given an interesting mention that “Humans live in the
midst of natural environment including land, water and air.

As indicated in the Preamble to the African Charter on Human and Peoples’ Rights
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Therefore, respect for human rights should be expanded to
cover the environment in which humans live, as well.” 4
Based on the above principles, since late 20 th
century, the concept of community right has been
increasingly recognized at the international level. In addition,
it corresponds to the concept of the right to development
which has begun since early 1960’s. It aims to liberate
developing nations to manage their own resources and to
rearrange economic pattern since international trade has
been controlled by the developed nations.
Another important principle which provides for
the evolution of community right is the right to selfdetermination. It first came into being as a result of the
French Revolution in the form of legitimate power of
the people, taking away from the Stte the sole power of
determination. In modern-day society, it strikes the balance
between individual and collective rights. It helps to set up
a social order that can fulfill economic, social and cultural
right based on the International Covenant on Economic,
Social and Cultural Rights-(ICESCR) and it is necessary to
effectively realize the rights.5
Regarding the right of self-determination, the
UN Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights
(UNOHCHR) provides in its General Comment that the right

2

Ailada Chotechuang, “The Rights of Public” in “Human Rights Laws”
(seventh edition) (Sukhothai Thammathirat University Publishing House,
2013)
3

Ajava Samuthranond and Udomsak Sinthipong “The Constitution and
the Promotion of Environmental Quality” Bot Bundit, Vol 59, Chapter 1
(1 March 2003), pp. 1-21
4

5

Wichai Srirat “Human Rights and Rights and Liberties of Thai People”
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of self-determination is the right to “dispose of their natural
wealth and resources without prejudice to any obligations
arising out of international economic cooperation, based
upon the principle of mutual benefit, and international law.
In no case may a people be deprived of its own means
of subsistence.” It indicates that each and every human
being is entitled to use various resources. Coupled with
respect of indigenous culture, it provides for the protection
of community right to live their lives based on their belief,
culture and tradition including how to use various resources.
Apart from the principle, there are other principles that
provide for the protection of collective rights and have been
cited to uphold the rights of minorities and community right
as follows;
1. The right to self-development
2. The right to utilize natural resources
3. The protection of the rights of minorities
4. The right to freedom of religion
5. Environmental protection
6. Public intellectual rights
7. Respect of customary culture and practice
8. The rights of the peasants
The eight principles provide for Traditional Resource
Rights which are included in various international Covenants
and Treaties including the International Covenant on Civil and
Political Rights (ICCPR), International Covenant on Economic,
Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR), ten ILO Conventions,
ILO Convention no. 169 Concerning Indigenous and Tribal
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Peoples in Independent Countries, 1992 Convention on
Biological Diversity (CBD). 1994 Declaration on the Rights
of Indigenous Peoples (DRIP), 1994 UN Draft Declaration of
Principles on Human Rights and the Environment (DDHRE))
and the Leipzig Declaration on Farmers’ Rights).6
The above principles indicate the attempt at the
international level to uphold community right. Even though
the term ‘community right’ is used similar to what happens
in Thailand, but all the principles are geared toward the
protection of community and collective.
In terms of domestic law that provides for the
upholding of community right in terms of land and forest
management, it is interesting to note on the case of Canada.
Canada was formerly inhibited by native people. Then
came the migrations of Europeans including the French
and British, and it has led to the invasions of the land of the
native people. No safeguard to protect fundamental rights
of the native people was put in place. For example, when a
land purchase contract was made between the European
and the native people, given that the latter had not enough
understanding of English, and that the contract was made
verbally, and owing to different tricks, the native people were
not paid the money as promised. The Court had to intervene
and uphold the rights of the native people by invoking, i.e.,

Saneh Chamarik. Community Rights in Global Perspective http://www.
sanehchamarik.in.th/index.php/article/6-Community-Rights-in-Global-Perspective (access made on 10 February 2014)
6
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the right to live a customary life, the right to natural resource
management and the right to land.7
As a result, the Canadian government has made
provisions in the Constitution to uphold the rights of native
people. For example in Section 35 of the Constitution of
Canada, the rights of the indigenous people are affirmed and
recognized as well as the right to seek a claim in land and an
assurance that indigenous people regardless of sex shall be
entitled to equal protection.8 In addition, organic laws such as
the Indian Act have been promulgated to protect the rights of
the native people in particular.9
One interesting case for the protection of community
right and which is similar to the Mae Omki Case mentioned
in this book is R. v. Sparrow, [1990] 1 SCR 1075. In this case,
the indigenous people were arrested invoking the Fishery
Act since they used to too long nets to catch fish. The
defendants argued that they were using their rights based
on local wisdom. Thus, prohibitions in the Fishery Act are in
breach of the Constitution’s Section 35, and the High Court
of Canada ruled unanimously that the native people are
entitled to the rights of the indigenous people and it has been
enforced according to the Constitution’s Section 35.

7

Karina Pylypczuk, Community Rights Report

Constitution Act, 1982 http://www.solon.org/Constitutions/Canada/
English/ca_1982.html (access made on 10 February 2014)
8

Indian Act http://laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/eng/acts/I-5/index.html#docCont (access made on 10 February 2014)
9
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In another case, Haida Nation v. British Columbia
(Minister of Forests), [2004] 3 SCR 511, 2004 SCC 73, the
British Columbia issued permit to utilize forest resources in
the land of the native people who argued that the land has
been traditionally used by them and the issuance of the
permits by the state was unlawful. The High Court of Canada
ruled that the state must respect the rights and interest of
the native people and there must be an agreement between
the state and the native people prior to the granting of the
right to use the area.
Another case is involved with the invocation of an
international mechanism, the Inter-American Court of
Human Rights. In Saramaka People v. Suriname, the native
people have complained to the Court that the state has
failed to provide effective measures to protect their rights
regarding land use and local wisdom. Their right in justice
process has been violated as well as their fundamental rights
including the right to use local wisdom to manage resources.
The Court found the state failed to provide for the right to
property and the right in justice process and it has to draw
the borderline based on the custom and tradition of the
native people. Until such safeguard is put in place, the state
has to refrain from acting in anyway to infringe on the rights
of the native people, unless their consent has been obtained.
Both safeguards to protect the rights of native people
in USA and Canada are interesting as well as the use of
American regional mechanism. It helps to protect human
rights in the third era including the collective right, people’s
rights and community right.
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In Thailand, community right was provided for in the
Constitution of the Kingdom of Thailand (2007)’s Sections
66-67, an evolution from the 1997 Constitution with an aim
to encourage local community and traditional community to
have a role in the preservation and restoration of customary
culture, local wisdom, arts and culture and the use of natural
resources and the environment in order to protect, provide
for and help to keep the environmental quality.
It is essential that people can participate in the
management of natural resources. It serves the need for
sustainable development which strikes the balances between
development and the environment, the idea that has become
prominent in society nowadays.
One interesting concept is about a collective right
including the right of traditional community by striking
the balances in the exercise of power by the state and
recognizing that traditional community has inherited the
method to protect the environment and to refrain from
harming the environment in order that they continue to use
and pass on the local wisdom to the next generation.10
As for the academics in Thailand, Anand
Kanchanaphan believes that the concept of community
rights have long been recognized by society or each
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community and it had become a local custom prior to the
community being annexed by the nation state.11
The idea underpins the demand to provide for
community right in the Constitution in order that each
community can preserve its own tradition and natural
resources. A traditional community is viewed as an important
foundation for their livelihood and to enable balanced and
sustainable management and preservation of the natural
resources, the community must directly participate and
utilize the resources.12
Compared to the protection of community right at
the international level, the Thai Constitution provides for
principles in compliance with international standards. The
problem is their lack of enforcement. Particularly, there has
not been a verdict made by the Court to recognize to right
to self-determination. The clause that places importance
on the right to manage natural resources based on local
wisdom has also not been enforced, perhaps since there is
not organic law to enable the right13 and as a result the Court
fails to enforce it. Nevertheless, the Constitutional Court has
Local administration according to the Constitution of the Kingdom
of Thailand (2007) http://teacher.aru.ac.th/witchugon/images/stories/
thailocalgov/2chap3.pdf (access made on 10 February 2014)
11

Manit Junpa, A commentary on the Constitution of the Kingdom of
Thailand (2007) (Bangkok: Chulalongkorn University Press, 2012)
12

Pongsawek Anekjamnong and Nawaporn Siribantherngsilpa, Community Rights and Solutions to Inequalities http://www.bu.ac.th/knowledgecenter/executive_journal/jan_mar_12/pdf/aw026.pdf (access made
on 10 February 2014)
13

Kanungnit Sribuaiam, Encyclopedia of the Constitution of the Kingdom
of Thailand (1997), General Provisions, (5) The environment and the Constitution (Bangkok: Kurusapa Business Organization, 2001)
10
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already ruled that a constitutional clause can be directly
enforced.14 Another reason for its lack of enforcement is
maybe because the ethnic minorities have had no access to
a fair trial, as it has happened in this case.
In conclusion, community right is equally recognized
in either the international standards or Thailand’s
Constitution based on the right to self-determination and
interdependence of the state and its people. Nevertheless,
the enforcement of the provision in Thailand is still lacking
compared to the West and people’s sector has to mobilize
further to advocate and campaign for the provision of the
right.
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